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Editors' Notes

Community colleges arc now in the midst of a transformation that may
produce major and permanent changes in their mission, goals, and
organi-ational structure. Central to thi., transformation is the role of
leaders in recognizing the forces of change advancing technology,
public policy initiatives by government agencies, demographic transi-
tion, economic conditions, and societal attitudesand in introducing.
reforms that adapt the college to the different dimensions of change.
Change can be expected to have profound personal consequences for
leaders and the individuals with whom they work. These consequences
raise a number of questions. For example, what effects will the new
technologies have on the delivery of instruction and on the conduct of

:administration? What repercussions will competition for students and
staff from new educational providers have for community colleges with
limited discretionary resources? What kinds of skills, knowledge, atti-
tudes will leaders need to manage community colleges in the future?
What are the characteristics of the leader who can adapt the institution
to changing environmental conditions? What mix of academic train-
ing, experience, and socialization processes will prepare tomorrow's
leaders to deal with the changes that face today's colleges? Will institu-
tional needs for leaders competent in new managerial technologies
exceed the supply available- frc-n-traditional graduate-programS and
work-based leadership development programs?

This volume has an important purpose: to describe changes in
the environment of leadership for community colleges that can improve
methods for identifying and developing tomorrow's leaders. More than
knowledge and understanding of change is required to provide leader-
ship in:\complex organizations: Broad-based academic training, mean-
ingful work experience, and important personality dimensions, such as
flexibility and persistence, are-also required. knowledge of
the present context for leadership and of anticipated changes in eco-
nomic, social, demographic and technological conditions is important
for institutional efforts to locateor develop from within leac;ers who
will guide the future development of community colleges.

The chapters in this volume are grouped into three sections.
Each section focuses on a unique dimension of leadership. The first sec-
tion describes the current context for leadership. In Chapter One,.
Richard L. Alfred presents a symbolic interaction model for analysis
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of leadership and depicts patterns of congruencz and incongruence
between' the histitution and its external environment that result from
the quality of the institution's management and leadership. In Chapter
Two, Richard C. Richardson, Jr., examines critical viriables that will
shape administrative behavior in the 1980s and outlines strategies that
leaders can use to adapt community colleges to changing conditions. In
Chapter Three, Paul A. Elsner focuses on strategies that can be used to
develop future leaders and suggests responses that national and local
government should implement to facilitate the preparation_ of leaders in
the next decade. . . ._ .

The second section describes the dimensions or change in the
external and internal environments fir community college leadership.
The first three chapters in this section address individual dimensions of
change, while the last two chapters describe the-skills needed to adapt
the college to changing conditions. In Chapter Fodr, Robert H. McCabe
presents a sociological overview of change in the role of Community ed-.,/lege president. New dimensions of ins itutional leadership are described,
and examples of successful practices ar provided to ensure that the \
reader undersiat.ds the_importantydneepts.

In Chapter Five, Josl.tyda""L. Smith examines the relationship
between the college and t community and how changing demog-
raphy, technology, n needs; and requirements for literacy
affect the contex 61:leadership. In Chapter Six, John N. Terrey con-
siders the es plex of economic and political developments that have
cause ege presidents to increase the time that they devote to exter-

a l con..f.tuencies such as the state legislature and business and indus-
try. Noting that the; community of community colleges is expanding,
he advocates the formation' of new alliances among business, govern-
ment, and education to address problems related to economic develop-
ment and recovery. In Chapter Seven, Ronald W. Bush and W. Clark
Ames oiler a futuristic: perspective on the impact of changing technol-
ogy on community,e'ollege leaders. Bush and Ames foctis special atten-
tion on the flexible.staffing arrangements needed to adapt the institu- .

rapid
/

tion to.. rapid technological change.
The -third section addresses the question of how to identify.and

develop leaders for tomorrow's colleges. In Chapter Eight, Margaret .

MacTavish proposes an approach for selection of presidents that is
based on a theoryTA leadership as 'contribution. In Chapter Nine,
Judith-NS. Eaton -provides insight into emerging forces in leadership,
with particular attention to the role of women. In Chapter Ten,
Thomas W. Fryer, jr., considers the strengths and weaknesses of grad-
uate education as for leadership. Important and useful



knowledge can be acquired through academic training, but it is cues-
-tionable whether graduate programs are organized to provide' such
knowledge. Ten knowledge dimensions are Proposed for study., and
desirable qualities that may be susceptible to development throUgh aca-
demic training are identified. In Chapter Eleven, .12_ Jan' Le Croy
argues the case for leadership development through work experience.-
The role of experience as teacher is described within the cor.zext of
under.audy, internship, and tnentor relationships in the Dallas COrn-
rmtnity College District. 7Finally, in Chapter Twelve, Jim Palmer,
reviews the literature'on two-year college presidents.

Clearly, educators and others make judgments about the quality
leadership. What criteria are used to judge quality? How good are

today's leaders? Can the preparation of current and future leaders. be
improved? Where we look for tomorrow's leaders? Hay should
leaders be trained so that t -in provide quality management in
tomorrow's colleges? These questions are fundamental to the concept of -
leadership. Answers to these questions are basic-for-good internal,man--
agement of community colleges. On the whole-these quest-ions have
been answered with lofty .but vague rhetoric. Something more.is' noW
required, and community colleges are ill prepared to respond. The
contributors to this voltnne _examine the issue of leadership in commit--

pointut the inherent complexities and ambigni-.
ties, and they outline he di tensions of change that tomorrow's leaders

must understand if commtm,ity colleges are to thrive in the coming
decade.

Ricfiard Alfred
Paul A. Elsner
R. Ian LeCroy
Nancy Artnes

Richard L. Alfred is associate professor,of higher eduthtion
and director.of the Community College Program at the Univers'ity
of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
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Community College District.

R. Ian LeCroy is chancellor bf the Da lla; County Community
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PART 1.

The Context for
Leadership Today
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Leadership in community colleges cannot be conceptualized
from a rational perspective. This chapter examines changing
environmental conditions facing community colleges and uses
a symbolic interaction model to analyze the potential of
administrators to provide leadership for institutional
development.

Maximizing Institutional
Responsiveness to Changing
Environmental Conditions

Richard L. Alfred

Leadership is a misunderstood but valued commodity in community
college education today. Subject to the law of supply and demand, it is
perhaps the single most important dimension linking institutional
development with change in society's expectations and needs. There
have always been questions concerning the quality of leadershii). Not
until recently, however, have the leadership capabilities of community

'college presidents, deans, and trustees been so. rigorously and widely
questioned. The fiscal stringency that affects most states, organized
efforts to redefine the mission and purposes of higher education, and
pressure to restructure the distribution of functions among institutions..
have. made leadership a challenging but difficult task. This task can
bring great satisfaction or deep depression, depending,,on the availabil-
ity. of success indicators and on the collective judgment of peers, subor-
dinates, and valued constituencies.

The author thanks Gerlinda Mcichiori, director of research and administration
at the University of:Michigan, for hcr assistance in designing and presenting the leader-
ship concepts developed in this chapter.

K. 1.. Alfred, P. A. Elmer, 11., J, 1.eCrity, N, Armel(FAls.). Emerging Rolerfor Communke College Leaders.
New Directions for Community Colleges, no, 46. San Francisco: Josser Bast"1984.



This chapter examines changing environmental conditions facing
community colleges and uses a symbolic interaction model to analyze.
the potential of administrators to provide leadership for institutional
development: It examines the compatibility of leader and organiza-
tional behavior wjth emerging conditions, and it identifies problems in
the capacity of presidents and chancellors to lead during a period of
immense challenges for community colleges. The chapter concludes
with a description of the qualities that tomorrow's leaders will need in
order to manage institutions in transition.

Leadership: Yesterday and Today

As the identity of community colleges has changed, so have their
operating needs and style of leadership. Almost from the beginning of
the two-year college movement, presidents and chancellors emphasized
a bureaucratic approadi, to leadership. Their organizational charts
emphasized the vertical dimension, communication flowed along for-
mal authority lines, and informal communication networks were dis-
couraged if they hampered the advance of the institution toward impor-
tant goals. To accommodate burgeoning enrollments, administrators
needed skills in campus planning and construction, program design
and development, staff recruitment, cost projections, and even leader-
ship for the bond or special tax electionS that were_sometimes necessary
in order to raise.needed revenue. Questions were rarely raised about
the qUality of leadership, because resources were plentiful enough that
mistakes and poor 'decisions could be tolerated. Organizational values
gained through personal exposure to management in business and
industry, government, and human service organizatiOns led trustees to
leave management to the president. In the resulting leadership climate,
community college executives wielded considerable poWer. They
became accustomed to autonomy in their decision making; and they
enjoyed broad support in the developmenT(of programs and policies
that met identified needs. Success was obvious as the number of stu-
dents, courses, faculty, and programs increased.

With the advent of the 1980s, community colleges have felt the
pressure of changing state and federal requirements guiding the alloca-
tion of resources, and the era of laissez faire leadership has ceased.
Institutions increasingly depend .on-the state for 'their revenue. Now,
they need elaborate plans detailing expected enrollment levels, pro-
gram and staff expenditures, and capital needs in order to support their
budget requests. In the past,_the board and the college president shared
responsibility for determining mission and establishing priorities and



programs. Now, finality unipos, community interest groups, state/
agencies, andelected officials are demanding a stronger role in decisim
making. Community college leaders must be able to balance powe
among the coalitions that are coining to shape 'institutional decision
Consider, Ibr example, the complex network of intn.est groups that can
coalesce to shape revenue and expenditure levels in the college budget;
Outside the college, the state governor's office can target particular
agencies for reduced or increased spending in a given budget
state budget office can publish fiscal guidelines outlining state economic
conditions, financial priorities, and allowable.costs that buolget requests
for the cooling year must reflect. State legislators can sponsor legisla-
tion that directly or indirectly advances the interests of one segthent of,
higher education over those of .others in the appropriations Process.
Finally, coordinating boards can develop enrollment and resource allo-
czvion strategies that direct resources to particular institutions or pro-
grams in response to prevailing economic and demographic Conditions.
Within the college, faculty unions seeking to establish job :protection
language in collective bargaining agreements can chive up /fixed costs.
College deans and vice-presidents can seek to protect their units' in
future competition...with other units for scarce resources /by padding
current requests Ibr per. mine] and equipment, and academic depart-
ments can use the bud r t process to hedge againsi inflation or future
austerity by enriching t teir equipment and supply inventories. Finally,
trustees can push pet projects on behalf of special-interest groups,in the
community.

The Perception that a community college presidency is no longer
an attractive appointment is spreading. Indeed, thy: perception is now
widespread among Senior executives. Chief executives " officers face con-

/troversies over the scope and' definition of institutional mission, over
the quality of academi,: degree and nondegree programs, over the
mode of financing, and over the comparative advantages that favorable
enrollment and tuition pricing "policies have enabled community col-
leges to:achieve.

Conceived of as a social innovation that placed postsecondary
education within the reach of citizens who other;Wise lacked the neces-
sary economic and academic resources, two-year colleges have under-
gone an aging process similar to that which the four-year. institutions .

experienced. There is considerable evidence of such aging on many
fronts:, deteriorating facilities, tenured faculty te'aa,'ng outdated tech-
nical skills, students working with obsolete equipment, anc legislation
bearing on community colleges aimed at multiple agencies dependent ..
on state support. Community colleges are no longer a uni

/
ue compo-
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neat of postsecondary education. They;Jtre only one pot.-
education delivery system.

total

Leadership in Symbolic Interaction Perspective

Community college administrators of yesterday and today share
a tendency to view leadership as a gestalt involving process and entre-
preneurial dimensions. From the entrepreneurial perspective, there are
programs to develop, linkages to establish with external agencies, and
stall' to hire and train as needs dictate. The process side of leadership
poses another 'agenda: Plans must be developed to focus and guide.
activity. Programs must be evaluated to determine their costs and
benefits. Stall performance must be monitored, resources. must be allo-
cated, expenditures must be audited, and policies must be enforced.
These leadership dimensions make at least. four assumptions about the
Community college itself: First, a self-correcting rational system unites
interdependent- faculty and staff. Second, there is consensus'on goals
and the means of attaining them. Third, there is control through coor-
dination of information dissemination to campus and extra-campus
constituencies. Fourth, both the problems that an institution is likely to
face and its solutions are predictable.

1-lowever, community colleges are not rational organizations.
Consequently, the rational perspective that many administrators now

'hold is not useful. Much of the uniqueness of the individual public two-
year college derives from the sharply defined geographic region that. it
serves: Administrators -interact with multiple constituencies in this
region and face an array of competing pressures that require a loosely
knit organizational structure for successful performance.. The indeter-
minate nature of the college's mission, goals, and academic degree prd-,
grams constitutes direct evidence ofthe loosely knit structure developed
over time to adapt the institution to its environment. '

The loosely knit structure is sensitive to changingenvironmen-
tal conditions and to alterations in the balance of power among internal
and external constituencies. The term symbolic-interaction can be used-to
describe the complex of conditions and constituencies that interact to
shape academic decisions and leader behavior. As Figure 1 shows,
symbolic interaction portrays leadership as a catalyst that adapts the
internal organization to changing environmental conditions, thereby
producing congruence, or that retards change, thereby-producing
incongruence. -Inept administrators can do much to constrain the leader=
ship potential of executive office, and that.potential can just as easily. be
limited by deVelopments external to the institution. There are a number

17



Figure 1. S) ' I Interaction.Model for Leadersil
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of external constraints; Demographic changes have meant fever high
school graduates. As a result, the college president. must devote a sig-
nificant amount of attention to enrollment planning, which serves to
diminish the time available for academic decisions. Curtailment of eco-
nomic growth has constricted the availability and flow, of resources,
since almost all money, inside and outside the institution is committed.
As a result, the president has less opportunity to reshape the institution
by guiding the flow' of resources; Moreover, competition for.both stu-
dents and financial resources is rising from elementary and secondary
school systems and from public four-year colleges and universities.
Thus., presidents and chancellors will. need to identify strategies that
can safeguard .the mission and prograMs of community colleges from
encroachment by school systems and four-year colleges seeking new
markets by .expanding their programs to include technical education
and by brriadening their recruitment strategies to include adult learn-
ers. The national, community college movement is increasingly being
fragmented into a state -by -state movement, and federal and state legis-
lation aimed specifically atcommunity colleges has changed as a result.
Leaders will be challenged to identify the unique mission of the Corn-7

munity college and to provide cogent arguments for state support. At
the same time, social attitudes that are emerging among population
groups rejection of authority, IN tensification of criticism, increased
skepticism subject leadership in a growing number of community col-
!ego to suspicion and doubt. Federal laws and regulations affecting
college policies' and procedures arc increasing. As a result, presidents

boards of trustees do not possess total jurisdiction over institutional_
programs sand/ services. Courts too are taking an increasing part, in
decisions that once were considered internal. ,Leaders have lost full
control over decisions related to staff selection and retention, v )rk con-
ditionS, and academic progression and retention standards. Line-item
budgeting, centralized control of purchasing and personnel, and so-
phisticated information systems that make% budget development and
repOrting a complex process have increased the control'of state agencies
over college budgets. Presidents can no, longer generate and allocate

- resources according to personal judgment or that of faculty and staff.
Increased investigative activity by local media often projects a nega-
tiveirnage of the. college-to citizens in the service region. 'Community
college leaders are increasingly being called on to defend tI.e integrity
of the college in such matters as student outcomes, financial trans
4ctions,'curriculum design, and academic standards. Special-interest
groups have intensified their efforts to affect decisions. Presidents and
chancellors must selectively involve interest groups in decisions affecting
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the community. This dilutes the scope and extent of their own pv;:vonal
authoritrin the decision-making pro ess. Finally, the recent "suashine"
laws and practices affect the privacy of a decision-making process an0 .

thereby alter the shape and effectiv neSs of managementdecisions.
One should not view these xternal influences on -community

college leadership as a short-term aberration associated with a declin-...
Mg economy. They depict a new reality for community colleges: The.
longer a community college is in operation, the less politically attrac-
tive it becomes. Consequently;public support. for a developing institu
tion with unique characteristics of open access and low tuition beComes
public concern about an established organization.with spiraling mainte7
nance and labor costs. Maintenance funding is muck less attractive
politically than developmental funding. It allows productivity issues=
fbr example, the rising cost of settlements reached through collective bar-
gaining, enrollment and retention policies, and articulation practices
to take primacy over ideological issues for example, mission, goals,
and purposesand it dramatically alters the turf for leadership.

Facing this .altered turf, community college presidents and
chancellors seem to feel that they must achieve control over the exter-
nal environment. Such control seems impossible. Students have very
different backgrounds and academic skills. Moreover, administrators
have no firm standards by which to judge the impact of the instituticth
and its programs on the co istituencies that it serves, and they, have no
clear concept of causation ..tat specifies the effects of the activities that
they undertake:Further, these effects are indirect. In comparison with
other public agencies, community colleges do not appear in the short
term to be a good investment. In contrast, other human service organi-
zations have developed manifest and direct indicators of the outcomes
that they produce and of .the effects of a shortfall in resources on theii
services. For example,, sanitationdepartments can produce data showing
the relatiOn between refuse collection schedules and budget reductions.
Law enforcement a0nrics cdn ..4huw .that caseloads require officers to
concentrate their efforts -on the apprehension- of .felony suspects and
neglect other types of criminal activity. vire protection agencies can
shOw that budget 'reductions force fire stations to' be closed and"
response time to increase. Hospitals and health organizations can relate
budget reductions to a decline in the number of beds available for spe-
cific categories of patients. Courts can show that budget cuts can cause
the prosecution of specific types of criminal activity to be curtailed or
eliminated. Community colleges stand at a disadvantage in cost-benefit
comparisons with other-human service organizations. Will community
college presidents and chancellors be able to provide the type.of leader-
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ship needed to counterbalance or negate this disadvantage in the cow -
fr,g years? .

The influence of the presidency can also be altered by internal'
'developments. A number of forces,are at work. Faculty control:over,
appOintnicnts, promotions, and academic policy has increased over the
years. Presidents and chancellors cal exercise control over curriculum
by encouraging or discouraging faculty initiatives and through the bud-

'gets. that.they present to trustees for attoptil;n. However, they ofteii fail
to exercise their authority and power to the fullest extent in academic
policy matters, since they often fail to address complex questions
involving curriculum structure, degree requirements, and academic
standards directly. As a result, control over such matters devolves to
faculty. Increasing numb,:rs of faculty members are joining unions,
and the provisions of the contract are replacing more individually made
decisions. In many institutions, boards are assuming increased respon-
sibility for decision making and no longer restricting themselves to pol-
icy: formation alone. Students too are taking a greater part in decision
making. Increasingly, students are being represented by special-interest
groups, such as part-lime students, financial aid recipients, returning'
adult learners, and displaced workers. Thus, decision making focuses
on individual goals and les's on institutional goals. The doctrine, of
participatory governance increases the consultation and attention. that
the executive devotes to any one initiative, but the cost is less action,
becauSe each group has the power of veto. The increasing size and
complexity of cominunity colleges has led to elaborate systems for. com-
muniezttion ,and decision making. Presidents and chanceikvs can no
longer (;1t^iittij;:petsonal -atitlfotity-in decision-making,and -in -Many
rains they waist depend on reports and memoranda generated by indi-
viduals one or two levels below them. The increasing .sophistication
and cOMPlexity of the information available to support decisions iii-
creast4; the difficulty oldecision making and encourages administrators
to emphasize the.proc-edurcs used tomak-e a decision over the outcomes
produi:ed by the decision. Finally, with the increasing specialization of
administrative staff, many administrators lack experience in institution-.
wide Management, and they cannot bring multiple perspectives to the
decision process.

As conditions change and as administrators seek new ways of
adaptingthe institution to its environment, problems begin to emerge
with respect to control over parties to the decision-making process.
Administrators are frustrated as coordinating boards, faculty, legisla-
tors, slate budget officers; and -citizen groups gain in influence. They

, are frustrated because they expend much energy to reach worthwhile



goals, but their actual accomplishments fail to adapt the institution to
its environment; therebyproducing incongruence. Incongruence allows
faculty and stri,to perceive the need for structural change. More often
than not, the focal point of this change process is the chief executive
officer, who must separate from the.institution to facilitate the achieve-,
mein of goals more in keeping with emerging, conditions. Presidents
and chancellors who lack organizational consciow,,tess, who cannot
discern changes in the environment, who lack true cost-consciousness,
and who avoid difficult' decisions because the risks are too great will
find community college leadership an increasingly burdensome task in
the difficult period that lies ahead.

Leadership in Crisis?

. Viewing leadership as a function of the match between individ-
nal, institution, and environment, one is led to ask, Is community
college leadership in crisis? The answer is that the position of chief exec-
utive ollic:er is in crisis.. The crisis centers not oti the skills of the indi-
viduals who occupy that position but on the 'requisites of the position.
itself. Conver-s-aTiiiii-s with presidents and chancellors, top 'academie-.
officers, professional search personnel, and ex-presidents inc6cate that
the imagy of the college presidency has deteriorated (Kerr and others,
1983). The tnanagement.of decline is not attractive, and participatory
democracy makes it very hard to make timely and meaningful decisions
after exhaustiv consultation. Modern 'life-styles. do not make long
hours of work attractive, and the wide range of contacts determined by
the job makes privacy a scarce but valued commodity. The presidency
haS-becorne-an alinost exclusively external job; as -etriplidsiS-ati-ftind--
raising and on public relations has increased and as contact with fat-
uity, students, and academic issues has decreased.

Community college presidents' experience great difficulty and
discomfort when the board of trustees departs from policy making and
intrudes into management. Where the president' inherits a staff, he or
she often cannot make changes because of "Untouchables" protected by
the board or by important board members. TII:e presence of untouch-
ables reflects 'friendships formed. over time, favors'. exchanged, the .

desire of board members to have their own independent .channels' of
information, and respect or admiration for past performance. Where
the turnover of presidents has been rapid, boards can come to depend-,
on second-level officers, who sustain day-to-day operations and assure
continuity. All these developments haYeThad an adverse impact on the
Presidency they erode the power of The position and createa crisis in
leadership (Kerr and others, 1983).
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Finally, as external pressures command increasingly large
shares of the president's time and attention, the problems of specializa-
tion and presidential detachment from academic decision making have
increased. Faculty have de facto control over most decisions related to

... courses, programs, and academic standards. Consequently, commu-
nity college presidents have moved to split the executive management
into an "outside" dimension and an "inside" dimension with the presi-
dent reporting to the, board and the vice-president or dean to the faculty.
Specialization of administrative functions at the ichnanagement level
further removes the president from the complexities of internal decision
making. There is a rtiatively. large administrative support staff and
many constituencies to serve insid and outside the college: Since out-
(()Ille measures are ambiguous, presidents implement elaborate admin-
istrative processes to coordinate ibe efforts of staff ft) reach identified
goals. Long-range pfanning has become a popular strategy for intro-
ducing control over vapidly changing external conditions. Program
review has gained acce ptan ce as a method for justifying difficult deci-
Sior,s about resources, and reallocation is attracting increasing interest
as a method 14 locating revenue that can be used to- develop new pro:.
'grams and services.

Every time-another specialist is inserted between the president
and lower levels of management, the president's control over :faculty
and staff is loosened. As a result, community college leaders need
group management skills similar. to those that the executive officers of
other complex social organizations possess. This need is evident in at
least three recent developments in coinmunity. college management:
First; at many schools a -presidential ,cabinet.of senior, administrators
meets regularly at least weekly in most cases .with the chief executive
to discuss a wide range of college issues. Second, a high-ranking aca-
demic officer provost, academic vice-president, or dean of faculty
with the _status of vice-president - is typically acknowledged as second
in coniniandyr at the very least as primus inter pares by felloW cabinet

\Ulcers. -rwd, the president must balance the scheduling of his or her
time with his or her own predilection for.dealing personally with aca-
dernic poliCy decisions (Kerr and others, 1983):

When we examine the distribution of time in the executive wotk
week, the concrete activities that 'dominate the presidenes.Work load,
and the areas for which policy must be enacted, we see that community.,
college leaders are overburdened With "people-meeting" and resource
development functions that make -fit difficult for them to- develop an
appreciation of the institution's internal dynamics. Their management
skillS face seemingly irreconcilable demands. For example, 'they must
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be able to strike a balance between competing demands for cooperation
or competition with providers of postsecondary education, immediate or
delayed response with special-interest groups, variable or common core-
academic programs for students with diverse academic backgrounds,

organizational stability to handle present demands .or organiza-
tional change to address.future needs with internal and external consti-
tuencies. The time thi.it administrators spend on addressing these
demands is often treated -- mistakenly as evidence of indecisiveness
and -ineffective leadership. This judgment' results from application of a
rational model to leadership. When presidents do not measure up to
the standards of that model, scapegoats arc sought. Administrators
acquiesce in this line of reasoning when they accept rational standards
as the measure of their leadership skills. They seldom realize that leader-
ship cannot be measured solely in terms of rational indicators. Leader2,
ship is a product of opportunity; training, initiative, and instincts that
creatively adapt an institution to its environment.

Lea.ders for Tomorrow

.Effective leaders in tomorrow's community colleges will not be
heroic individuals with multiple skills and charismatic personal quali-
ties. They will enter administrative positions on the basis of interest
and early success in complex organizations, and the amount of time
that they spend in any one position will be determined by an acute
sense of when it is time to move on to the next position. Tomorrow's
leaders will combine a conceptual understanding of the dynamics of
complex-organizations with meaningful and broad-ranging experience
often through direct contact with strong role mOdels. They will be able
to forge associations between complex events, such as teaching and
learning, costs and benefits, plans and achievements, and programs
and quality. Most important, they will realize that there is no formula
for training the effective leader. Instincts and often as important as
experience and formal training.

AdministratiVe leadership to serve the future needs of community
colleges can be cultivated and evaluated. The stages and components
of leadership development described by Birnbaum (1983) can be useful
in forming it. The stages in leadership development are sequential.
Each stage involves specific skills and orientations, which can be learned.
The components represent elements of tr.-dining, experience, and expo--
sure that facilitate the development of desirable leader characteristics.
There arc four stages of leadership development: internalization of
appropriate decision behavior, effective performance of operational



management functions, capacity to delegate authority and manage the
tOtal organizational environment, and capacity to diagnose requisites
for change and provide leadership for organizational development.
:There are eight components of leadership development: socialization

. experience in complex organizations prior to career entry, acaderriic
training, nonacademic experience, academic experience, exposure to
role models and talented peers, access to new ideas, exposure to chal-
lenging problems, and integration of ideas, experience, training, and
instincts.

According to Birnbatlin (1983), the critical element in the first

stage of leadership de'velipment is preparation that can make potential
leaders able to avert poor decisions and make good ones. They need a
thorough understanding of the academic organization, administrative
procedures, faculty values, and the interests and concerns of those
whom they will lead. In the second stage, developing leaders learn to
administer operational management processes in a manner seen as
efficient, effective, and prudent by colleagues and constituencies.
Knowledgeable of the need not to violate important academic norms,
they must opera-re"' the institution's support, activities in ways ?: at_

remove nagging administrative-problems from,those who must devote
'their efforts to teaching. The third stage is predicated on the proposi-

- tion that leaders cannot introduce and promote change personally. To
make needed changes, the effective leader must delegate authority to
subordinates and colleagues and minimize the constraints that inhibit
their productivh. In the fourth stage, leaders leatil to lead the'chiinge
process'., In the next- decade, community colleges will enter, a peliod of
challenge and assessment in' whichprograms, degree structures,Naca-
demic standards, and basic values will be questioned both inside a d
outside the institution. During this time, every leaderwill encOunte
pressurei to change the institutional structure and purposes reflected in
th'e missioristaternent. Effective leaders will accurately gauge the nature
of external conditions, sense the., opportunity to secure a planned pro-
gram of change, and propose a change process that is seen by faculty,
and staff as a -Way.of-l-esolving uncertainties and pursuing new agendas'.
for development.

\To reach the final stage of development, community college
leaders\ will need to understand behavioral science concepts and their
applicatir to organizational, change and development.. Leadership
-preparation accomplished through merger of experience and academic
training will provide valuable insights, into the relationship between
theoty and action. The effective leader will be able to integrate diverse
facets of academic training, academic and nonacademic experience,
human relationchips.' and instinctsno gauge the direction and intensity

r I



Of changing conditions aniLrecoize the potential in situations fon,
organizational, change. The nonleader who occupies a senior adminis-
trative position is likely to use a single dimension to make decisions that
t intain the current shape of theorganization and that fail to adaptto,

raging conditions.
Troni 'concrete, practical experience in -administratima to academic

on at the graduate and undergraduate levels. Socialization
experience in different types of organizations is integral to the devek,
opnetit of capable leaders. This experience -will be both educational'.
arl experiential in nature; it is essential for understanding the value'
systems of the community college as, a complex organization.

;ioizilization experience is of little value to'emerging leaders if
relationships with peers and role models do not expose them to-
challenging problems and new ideas. The young professional must,
develop good management habits. This can best be accomplished
through exposure to mentors who possess the wisdom of years of exper-
ience.. Peers and subordinates play an important role in the devek
opment ofleaders, because they provide immediate feedback abOut the
effectiveness of decisions and- administrative behavior in day-to-day

\ situations. To a considerable extent, leaders are a product of the qual--
\ ity of. the individuals with whom they work. Low-quality professionals.

`, breed poor work habits, while high-quality professionals engender'
work habits that are esserdal for good management.

Tomorrow's leactTs will be those who can integrate diverse
components of diweloprnt nt education, experience, and relationships
With peers and role modeig into a meaningful whole. They will
able, to build a management infrastructure that can effectively interpret
the mission and role of the institution within the regional educational,
delivcry system, maintain balance and perspective in' setting institu-'
tional priorities and managing scarce resources, and encourage vision, ,

beyond immediate social and economic conditions toward the goal of
.xcellence irt:programs,and services.
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Achievement of administrative priorities; particularly those
that require organizational change, has become costly and .

complex. To achieve change in the coining cLade,
administrators will need managerial sophistication to
avoid such unacceptable costs as loss of organizational
morale and managerial credibility.

Management (;hallenges,
Principles, and Strategies
for the 1980s

Richard C. Richardson, ,fr.

No crystal ball is needed to identify the critical variables that will shape
administrative behavior in the 1980s. Internal and external constraints
to effective leadership have become increasingly clear as the watershed,
of the seventies recedes with tpassage of time. This chapter reviews
the forces that influence leadership and suggest directions that will
enable community college administrators to respond to new challenges.

Forces Influencing Comniunity College Leadership

Demographic Influences. The end of the baby-boom means that
the number of.seudents of traditional age will decline through 1984.
Theeffects of this irveralldecline of 26 percent will be differentiated.
Some states will experience cohort declines in excess of 40 percent,
while other states will experience modest growth (Breneman, 1982). In

general, the, states that will experience the greatest declines are those
with the largest number of colleges and the highest percentage of
private institutions. Competition will be intense for students of tradi-

R. I Alfred, I A. Elsner; R.: (iti.).".Emerging Rola for Community Collogr.Leaders.
Nei;Directi,ms k,r donmninity Colleges, no: 46. San Francisco: Josse:yBass, June 1984, 21



tional college age. Both the .',rtes and the federal government are likely
to seek ways of equalizing costs for students in private institutions by
providing subsidies of the type recently enacted by the Ohio state legis-
lature.

The composition of the agc groups that remain Will also change.
The percentages of blacks and Hispanics, groups that currently persist
at much lower rates than the general college population, will increase.
Four-year colleges and universities will be placed under growing
pressure to assume their fair sh-in-e-of responsibility for these groups.
They will respond by recruiting those with the best credentials, leaving
the task of serving the most deficient to the community colleges.

The effects of these changing-demographics are already evident
in most community colleges, but they are likely to intensify in the
fitture. Growing numbers of adults with family.and job responsibilities
seek courses that have an immediate economic return. Program in-
tegrity is threatened by the need of institutions to enroll large numbers
of students in entry-level courses in order to maintain their budget
base. High percentages of students who have no interest in.earning an
associate degree encourage the neglect of sequential course scheduling
and academic advising: Students interested in pursuing a degree or in
completing a work-specific program find it less costly in time to attend:
a four-year college or a proprietary technical institute. The transfer
function is threatened, and the small number of community college
graduates raises questions in the 'public mind about institutional
productivity and effectiveness.

Finally, there is growing debate. about who should serve the
substantial segment of the population who are unemployed and who
have never .graduated from high school. Retraining is not the answer
for those who possess marginal skills. This population has been a target
for community college rhetoric and recruiting efforts, but there is little
agreement about what could or should be done for its members, and
the data on the effects of community college efforts to serve them are
limited.

Resource Constraints, Most states have faced serious fiscal pres-.
sure at one time or another within the past five years. Even the energy-
rich states have experienced economic dislocations as a result of the oil
glut. There is fierce competition for the state dollars that are appro-
priated. Achievement of administrative priolities, particularly those
that require organizational change-, ha become more costly and com-
plex. Change can no longer be achieved by addition. Sometimes, it is
not change that causes condict but a choice of what is to'be maintained,
as exemplified in the decision, of one community college district to
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preserve instructional television at the expense of faculty jobs. To
achieve change in the coming decade, administrators will need
managerial sophistication in order to avoid such unacceptable costs as
loss of organizational morale and managerial credibility.

Mission Definition and Quality Assurance. The demographics
of the changing student population, enrollment-driven funding for-
mulas, and a philosophic commitment to serve a broad segment of the
population have caused the.rnissionof community colleges to expand.
In the past, that expansion was limited only by the interests of those
attending and by the resources available. To enhance eligibility for
state dollars, it became common practice to describe curriculum offer-
ings in terms that made courses compatible with the provisk.ns in state
funding formulas that provided the most reimbursement. Considerable
technical expertise developed in justifying the inclusion of courses in-
career programs that Were little more than a recombination of existing
underenrollecl courses. Such'programs were designed more for market-
ing purposes than for teaching employable skills.

in the interests of maximizing the flow of state funds, community
college leaders have been more than willing to leave the determination
of what is transferable to the universities and of what is career-oriented
to the state coordinating agencies. While this strategy has worked
within limits, the practice of continuing to expand course offerings and
mission definition even as resources were constrained has led to con-.
cerns about quality. Four -year colleges and universities, partly in self-
defense, have developed the practice of assigning elective credit to
courses that they question.. This seems. to increase .the time that trans
fers must spend to earn a degree, becatise they have too many elective
hours and too few required courses. Universities have also sought to
impose requirements for transfers not applicable to native students
moving from sophomore to junior status, such as higher grade point
averages and achievement test scores. State agencies have been more
direct in their response to community college expansion by capping
enrollment, instituting penalties for overenrollment, and setting fl-
ings on reimbursement regardless of the number of students enrolled.

Technological Change and Aging Staff: Changes in the external
environment, particularly changes in technology, have had consider-
able impact on aging administrators and faculty. While individuals are
receptiye to change, they have to be motivated, and few faculty are as
fascinated with change as senior administrators, who sec causing
change as their principal raison d'etre. Working with faculty committed
to perforthing services for which there is no longer. adequate demand
may 13e the single most diffirult challenge that administrators will face
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in the next ten years. At the same time, pressure from new influence
groups, such as women and minorities, for a greater share of policy
positions creates problems within the ranks of administrators. Concur-
rently, the options of those already in administrative positions are
shrinking, competition has increased for a declining number of oppor-
tunities. Keeping those who are not promoted in the trenches as effec7
tive contributors Will constitute a challenge second only to the problem
of renewing faculty.

There is also the,problem of maintaining perspective in dealing
with issues involving the use of technology in classrooms and adminis-
trative offices. Discussions will come to center on such questions as,
When do the costs of employing technology exceed the marginal in-
creases in effectiveness or efficiency? and What forms of human inter-
action 'are- indispensable in the service organization? The decision to
implement technology should be based on consideration of its costs and
benefits.

Leading Community Colleges in the 1980s

. To deal with the issues just reviewed, administrators will 're-
quire skills different from the ones needed to start new institutions or
greatly e.. an existing ones in the sixties and early seventies. The
problems now emerging call more for developing staff than for building
campuses. The external environment can no longer be viewed as 'a
source of support that can keep pace with rising enroilments. Adminis-

- trators.will_be_held accountable for the decisions that the_y'rnake and for
the outcomes of these decisions. Boards have become intrusive in day -
to -day management, as external and internal environments have

.become less -predictable. As local. and state-level boards try out new
ioleS, administrators experience less flexibility in their own sphere of
dects-totr making, and the distinctions between setting policy and
administering the., institutions become blurred.

Chailging Principles for Leadership. Concurrent with the issues
raised by the changing climate for governance are knotty problems
related to administrative practice, such as organizational redesign,
assessment of organizational effectiveness, faculty and administrative
commitment to organizational priorities, and professional renewal for
staff and administrators. A welter of conflicting theories and advice
about how to irnpr we administrative practice has been advanced in re-
cent years. One w )rk Stands out, because it provides usable informa-
tion about manag merit Practices in America's best-run corporations
while integrating ofOf what 'can be gleaned from a variety of orga:
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rizational studies conducted over the past fifty years (Peters and
Waterman, 1982). These authors describe eight characteristics that
differentiate excellent corporations from less effective counterparts. I
have rewritten their descriptions so as to make them applicable to com--
inunity colleges. I have used question form, so that the descriptions can
he used t:-.) assess current management practices.

First, can the college administration address problems and
implement solutions Within a reasonable period of time? Is the commit-
le, structure manageable? Are there built-in. deadlines by which
responsibility passes tothenext highest echelon regardless of action or
inaction? Do administrators consistently achieve a reasonable balance
between informed solutions and timely action?

Second, does the institution take pride in providing reliable ser-
vices of high quality to its clients? Do faculty and administrators listen
regularly and intently to what clients say in surveys and interviews or
%vhat they hear when they are just walking around? Listening to clients
is not the same thing as listening to advisory committees, who may or
may not be clients.

Third, do senior adminiStrators regularly encourage practical
risk .taking and good tries among faculty, junior administrators, and
other staff members? Do highly placed administrators, as a matter of
policy, make a reasonable number of mistakes? According to Peters
and Waterman, answering no to these questions suggests insufficient
levels of autonomy and entrepreneurship among executive managers.

Fourth, do administrators emphasize the role of faculty. and
other staff members as the source of gains in quality and productivity?

--DO-thiFy-avoid encouraging we/they attitudes 1n labor relationships and
contracts? Do.es toP administration exhibit respect for all faculty
members and see them as a source of ideas as well as of fifteen credit
hours of instruction?

Fifth; does top administration place its greatest emphasis on the
philosophic commitments and central values of the institution, such
respect for students or the importance of learning, or is its primary con-
cern with tech41-21OZ7a1 or economic resources, organizational struc-
ture, innovation, or timing?

Sixth, does the college confine its programming to areas in
which it has appropriate expertise? Does the college offer programs that
depend on external agents for the design of curriculum, assessment of
relevance, and control of quality?

Seventh, is top administration characterized by simplicity and
leanness? Peters and Waterman (1982) indicate that none of the cor-
porations that they studied used a matrix structure for administration
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and that the few who had tried the structure.dropped it after a period of
experimentation.

Eighth, do administrators delegate responsibility. and requisite
authority to the operating levels of the organization, including indi-
vidual instructors and task groups established to solve problems? Is
there simultaneously a well-expressed and zealously defended. set of
core values for the institution from which solutions are derived?

The questions in this inventory are rooted deeply in what we
know about human motivation but do not always practice. Positive
reinforcement is more effective than negative sanctions. Institutional
policies and procedures should permit staff to think of themselves as
achievers. Individuals rely more on intuitive reasoning based on exper-
ience than on 'rational behavior based on the study of available data.
While administrators value their own intuition, they less frequently
give appropriate credit to the intuition of those with whom.theywork.
Actions speak louder than words, and administrative behavior is a
more powerful influence on faculty than the annual state-of-the-college
address. Faculty and stair respond to external rewards and sanctions,
but they also are driven by internal motivation. Each professional
needs to feel a sense of purpose .in what he or she is doing within the
context of the organization (Peters and Waterman, 1982).

Administrators who think carefully about these pointsMost of
which are obvious will find ways of altering their behavior to make it .

more consistent with the leadership demands of the current decade.
For example,:the most obvious way for instructional administrators to
encourage good teaching is to provide appropriate role models through
their own teaching activities. One alternative is to spend at least-as
much time on identifying and recognizing good teachers as on
evaluating and upgrading the inept. Clearly, there is a place for exter7
nally administered rewards and sanctions, but the process for accom-
plishing this must recognize internal needs and desires to do a good
job, and it must allow most faculty and staff to emerge as achievers.
Some methods must be found to enhance faculty and staff feelings
about their own autonomy and the respect that the institution holds for
them as individuals. A system of committees or an administrative
structure that leads to organizational paralysis are not the answer.

Restructuring the Organization.' Most discussions of community
colleges as organizations are restricted to such issues as specialization
by function or discipline; the relative advantages of centralization and
decentralization, and alternative arrangements for involving faculty or
students in decision making. Very little effort has been made to analyze
the strengths and weaknesses of particular organizational forms under

2-3 2
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specific internal and external constraints. This approach has been
greatly aided by the work of Mintzberg(1979), on whom the discussion
that follows draws heavily.

In the 1960s and early 1970s, most comrnunitycolleges used a
fOrni of organization that Mintzberg.terms simple structure, because the
colleges were both formative and small. Simple structure tends to cen-
tralize decision-making power -in the hands of the chief. executive.
Because it is centralized, decision making is flexible and occurs without
unnecessary delay. The process of fOrmulating strategies is largely
intuitive and nonanalytical, and it is entrepreneurial in its search for
opportunities.

Despite its obvious virtues, the simple structure has fallen out
of 'fashion, largely because its greatest strength, flexibility, is also its
greatest weakness when growth and a changing environment dictate
the need for more complex organizational responses. Centralization of
decision-making authority allowed many chief executives to resist nec-
essary change with great effectiveness. For many community colleges,
movement away from the simple structure, whichis increasing:), being
perceived by faculty as highly restrictive, occurred only with the depar-
ture, voluntary or otherwise, of the chief executives who either founded

,colleges or presided over their pf_Tiod of greatest growth.
The transition from simple structure, which is now largely com-

plete in all but the smallest and most isolated community colleges, was
accompanied by pervasive tensions over the future shape of the orga-
nizat ion. Faculty oriented to clients and their professional-specializa-
tions made dear their preference for professional bureaucracy, a form
of organization that characterizes universities, hospital-S. and related
organizations that employ large numbers of ,professionals..Motivated
by their close association with a complex and dynamic environment,
administrators tended to prefer the administrative adhocracy a type
of organization ideally suited for pursuing the important 'objective of
innovation. Because community colleges have been and continue to be
dominated by administrators, they tend to display characteristics of the
adhocracy. At the same time, faculty influence, which is increasingly
being exercised through collective-bargaining, places continuing
pressure on administrators to incorporate characteristics of the profes-
sional bureaucracy. Currently, faculty are -aided in this effort by
change's in the external environment, which have increased the value of
the professional- bureaucracy, which promotes quality and efficiency by
standardizing outputs, while simultaneously devaluing one of the
principal strengths of the adhocracy, the ability" to innovate and
develop new products. Before discussing the implications of the alter-

,
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natives that currently confront administrators for organizational struc-
ture, I will summarize Mintzberg's (1979) discussion of the charac-
teristics of these two competing organizational forms.

The professional bureaucracy responds to two of the 'most
important contemporary needs of professionals: It delegates power to
them for their expertise, and it provides autonomy from the,,need to
coordinate closely with colleagues. Not only do professionals Control
their own work, but they also seek to influence decisions important to
them for example, those involving the distribution of resources 4nd
the hiring and promotion of colleaguesby staffing administrative
positions from among their own number. Standardization of outputs
through enforcement of professional norms provides .clients with
reasonable guarantees of the quality and uniformity of the services that
they receive. However, this advantage is accompanied by some liabil-
ities. There is little if any control over work by individuals. outside the
profession, and there is no easy way of correcting problems involving
discretion or innovation. Incompetent or unconscientious professionals
can survive for long periods of time, and this reduces the effectiveness
of the organization.

In contrast, for the administrative aclhocracy, problem solving
and innovation relies on identified support staff to carry out strategies
that emerge from decisions .made over time. Adhocracies are tents
rather than palaces, and internal changes are frequent. Organizational
charts may be either unavailable Or out of date. Faculty are cut off from
the main action or the cutting edge, because the responsibility for pro-
gram development lies with support staff or temporary employees.
Adhocracies are the least stable form of organization; and they are
drawn toward bureaucratization as they age. This movement is

welcomed by staff,because it holds out the promise of stability and per-
mits faculty to concentrate on what they do best. At the sarne. time,
evolutionary movements toward bureaucracy pose the threat that the
organization will lose its ability to innovate and hence to be competitive
in a dynamic environment. Adhocracies are not efficient at doing or-
dinary things, and this..weakness creates pressure for change in the cur-
rent environment for community college leadership.

Administrators can influence the process by which community
colleges reshape themselves. As our colleges advance toward the 1990s,
it seems increasingly clear that there is no single best organizational
form or approach to leadership. Determining the most productive form
for a specific institution requires several factors to be considered, in-
cluding environmental constraints, internal preferences, and organiza-
tional priorities. All these factors are subject to change over time. In
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the current setting, both employee organizations and sheer size seem to
militate against the possibility of a return to simple structure. A second
alternative involves accommodation of the pressures that are pushing
community colleges toward becoming professional bureaucracies. It has
the merit of responding to concerns about mission clarification and
quality by reducing the scope of activities to those that faculty and staff
are well prepared to carry out effectively. It would also help to reduCe
tensions between administrators and facility, because -administrators
would tome increasingly to share the values and perspectives of faculty.
In many ways, this is an attractive-scenario, but it has one serious flaw:
By embracing the norms of the professional bureaucracy, the com-
munity college may purchase stability and harmony at the expense of
its ability to respond quickly to chnges in the eyt-rnal environment
its primary stock-in-trade for more than two decades. If not enough.
clients are interested in what current faculty do well, community col-
leges could lose the competitive edge that has helped them to offset
losses among traditional students by attracting new clientele.

A third alternative involves continuing pursuit of administra-
tive priorities through the adhocracy. While this seems to be the most
likely course.of action, since it involves little change from current prac-
tice, the likely consequences of retaining this form of organization are
'worth noting. First, valid questions can be raised about the need and
capacity of an institution for rapid change when resolirces are scarce
and when.exteinal constituents are more interested in improvements in
the quality of existing services than in new services. Second, .as Mint-
zberg (1979) makes clear, professionals who lose control over their own
work become passive. Recent studies at Arizona Sufe University
(Richardson and others, 1983) identify the. lack of faculty commitment
to administrative priorities as a major contemporary problem in com-
munity colleges. Finally, since adhocracies are not efficient in per-
forming ordinary tasks, the issue of cost-effectiveness creates a problem,
as public concern about accountability increases.

A fourth alternative is emerging in community college districts
where a nontraditional "college without walls" has been created to ser%
as a center for innovation in the delivery of programs and services.
These districts also operate one or more traditional campuses, primarily
as professional bureaucracies, where faculty values generally prevail.
The intent is to realize the advantages of adhocracy for innovation and
quick response while using the strengths of professional bureaucracy to
improve quality-and reengage faculty. and staff. It is still too early to
evaluate, the success of these efforts to achieve the best of both possible
worlds. Districts ,that use this structure appear to operate in a state of
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dynamic tension, and there is conflict between the traditional colleges
and the new colleges without walls on selected issues. On the surface,
such conflicts stem to be at least as manageable as conflict in adhoc-
racks, where less effort has been made to accommodate the values of
professional staff.

Assessing and Achieving Organizational Effectiveness

While it is tempting to discuss changes in community college
leadership behavior or organizational forms as if they represented
places that administrators can move as they please, the fact is that the
alternatives cannot be evaluated unless we attend to the results that
they are expected to achieve. The general objective of administrative
difficulty now is to assess organizational effectiveness in a way that will
produce consensus about its presence or absence.

Recent efforts to deal with this complex variable have produced
a number of promising results. Pfeffer and Salancik (1978) have con-
structed a resource-dependent classification of institutions. Under this
classification, institutions must provide outcomes that are satisfactory
to those who pay their bills. Where there are differences between the
administrators who determine priorities and'the external constituents
who control resources, the choice is to change either the institution's
priorities or the constituents' minds. In this view, organizational effec-
tiveness is a measure of the degree to which the lriorit:fs of institu-
tional managers and the preference:, of external constituents coincide.
The methodology suggested by etfinition has been tested in Arizona
in a study of two community col:eges and their key external constit-
uents (Richardson and others, 1982). The results have provided useful
information to administrators and board members about the need to
base definitions of institutional mission, organizational structure, and
leadership strategies on empirical data and constituent perceptions, not
on the subjective judgments of administrators and support, staff.

In the 1980s, community college' leaders will need to identify
appropriate organizational and administrative outcomes before they
address any of the other issues raised in this chapter. The first step is to
define the outcomes that will establish an appropriate level of organiza-
tional effectiveness if they can be achieved. Next, these outcomes must
be related to target constituencies. Where conflicts occur among the
preferences of different constituents, some system of prioritization will
have to be used to determine the preferences that should prevail. The-
values of those who provide the resources are likely to receive heavy
weight. Once the outcomes have been prioritized, institutional
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research must establish baseline data about the extent to which high -
priority outcomes arc already being achieved. Community colleges
have been notoriously lax in collecting such data. Evidence for at least
some of the important outcomes will be difficult to obtain, but neither
the difficulty involved in obtaining it nor the political sensitivity of the
resulis should serve to.detcr leaders from the effort. The absence of
data is bound to provoke estimates by external agencies that are more
damaging than the actual data.

When a community college has identified its preferred outcomes
and assessed the extent to which they are being achieved, it is in a posi-
tion to define changes in leadership behavior and organizational form
that must be made in order to improve performance. In the final
analysis,. presidents and chancellors will be able to identify effective
leadership practices and improvements in organizational form only as
they accumulate evidence that such practices or improvements have in
fact made a difference in the effectiveness of their organization.
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Community colleges are forced to mold and select future
leaders from the shaky, on-the-job-crucible of politics,
pressure groups, internal lineage, and word of mouth.
This approach will not supply the farsighted, innovative
thinking needed, for an effective response to tomorrow's
demands.

Meeting the Challenges
with New Leadership
Development Programs

Paul A. Elsner

The American community college movement has thus oar declined to
make a critical investment in its future. We have avoidee. the arduous
undertaking of defining and.characterizing the type of Ltadership that
we will need for the twenty-first century. Lacking a carefully designed
training paradigm, we are forced to mold and select our future leaders
from the shaky, on-the-job crucible of politics, pressure groups, inter- .
nal lineage, and word of mouth. This approach will not supply the far-
sighted, innovative thinking needed for an effective community college
response to tomorrow's demands.

Not since the Kellogg Foundation funded junior college centers
in the 1960s has there been a systematic effort to train a national cadre
of leaders. The visibility and prominence now enjoyed by former
Kellogg fellows provides powerful testimony on the need to maintain a
continuous leadership pipeline. Other than a few notable efforts such
as the Leaders in the Eighties Project-sponsored by the Fund for the
'Improvement of Postsecondary Education and the American Council
on Education's National Identification Project, no organized; pervasive

IC L. Alfred, P. A. Elsner, K.J. LeDroy, N. Armes (Eds.). Emerging Refit for Cemmwsity Colkr Lradrrj.
New Directions fog:Community colleges, no 46. Sin Francisco:JosserBass,June 1984.
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leadership development process has been established. The results of
this oversight may only be noticed slowly, as retirements cause the
character of community college leadership gradually to change. More -
over, current practices in management and staff development will
inexorably create a vacuum .at the top.

This chapter addresses the need for future leadership in the
community college movement. It explores some assumptions about the
nature of leadership, change, and the future with a view towzird iden-
tifying realistic organizational activities that leaders can undertake. It
concludes by outlining some anticipatory strategies that can be used to
develop leaders for tomorrow at both the local and the national level.

Leadership and Change

First Assumption: Organzations Do Change. March (1980, p. 1)
replied to those who believe that many institutions are permanently
stagnant: 'Organizations change. They grow; theydecline. They pros-
per; they fail. Though they often appear resistant to change, they are
frequently transformed. Objectives, activities, and organizational
structures change, and organizations sometimes drift into forms
remarkably different from the original." .

March suggestS that organizational change arises primarily in
reaction to external factors. Just as an individual's workday is often
s aped by interruptions and crises, the character of an institution is
luinerable to pressures from without. Policies, priorities, and resources
Ints become a function of the circumstance that captures momentary
tttention.

Second Assumption: Change in Postsecondary Education Comes
Gradually. .Evidence of this assumption is abundant throughout com-
munity college education. Our colleges often appear bewildered at the
burgeoning needs of society. Marked by bureaucratic lethargy, insti-
tutions frequently struggle to apply resources to demands that have
long since passed. Seldom are these external developments rationalized
or predicted by the college hierarchy, and the corresponding sense of
insecurity has a profound efl;,:ct on eientele. Sikes and others (1974, p.
19) describe this phenomenon succinctly: "Human problems generated
by institutional uncertainty are numerous. On many campuses, the
inhabitants feel lonely, isolated, hostile, competitive, insecure, and
anxious. 'They often feel powerless to change 'the establishment' in
order to control their own lives. Institutions, by and large, offer few
opportunities for individuals to shape themselves and their envi- .
rontnents. Campuses offer little encouragement for simultaneously
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learning to comprehend, to feel and to create, to take risks and to
behave autonomously.'

At present, postsecondary educational environments often serve
to inhibit the change process. Yet, the need for community college
education to become more quickly and responsively in step with out-
side forces is clearly intensifying. Nothing less than institutional sur-
vival may be at stake.

Third Assumption: Change in Sociity Comes Rapidlyand
Must be Managed. Since Toffler (1981) brought futurism into the
public consciousness, Americans have been coming to grips with the
realization that tornOrrow is indeed today. Most of today's community
college leaders were in graduate school during the 1960s, at the onset of
the information revolution that ushered in Toifier's "Third Wave." As it
gathered momentum, many in the vanguard joined the postsecondary
labor force, taking positions that would ultimately lead to prominence.
Unfortunately, this left today's leaders chained to their desks, even as
the technolgical upheaval produced computerized data retrieval,
worldwide telecommunication, and instant change. Community col-
lege administrators were faced with the challenge of simultaneously
keeping up with and staying ahead of the massive information crescendo.
Due to their visible positions, they were also charged with responsibility
for aligning leadership with the chemistry of change and with organiza-
tional structure and mission in order to advance their institutions while
at the same time producing future leaders.

The nature of this dynamic amalgam of responsibilities has
never been completely identified. Rather, the treadmill of daily office
life simply does not give leaders time to create a nourishing organiza-
tional climate in which future leadership is able to develop. Thisiact has
much to do with the relation between stability and creativity. While
necessity may be the mother of invention, feW innovations or inventions
are the products of an unstable environment. In the environment that
prevails today, faculty and staff will not be driven to arrive at uncom-
nion solutions to common problems. It thus falls to community college
leaders to f..:_hion an atmosphere_ that can both accommodate change
and ensure personal security.

Fourth Assumption: Some Leadership Skills Are Trainable.
According to March (1980), certain leadership competencies can be
reduced to teachable units. Firstohere are roughly two types of knowl-
edge: that which we possess and that which we know where to find. The
effective leader has a realistic grasp of both, having accumulated the
former and identified the -latter. h would be ludicrous for a college
president to make an intelligent decision about a computer while relying



on a minimal understanding of the system's capabilities and the human
factors -- involved.

more
must eventually obtain testimony to move

beyond two or m.o.'s, staff mernberS or. external consultants who claim :
That a solution requires their services. Second, a le'ader must often seek
information that is extremely sensitive and not easy to cull. Nonethe-

less, :through skillful inquiry, a-clean or vice-.president can avoid the
political heat-'that comes front advancing an undeveloped and naive.
proposition. Questioning techniques can be, mastered through. study
and practice.,.-Third; leaders recognize that conflict

the
occur in any

organization: Rather than to deny its inevitability, the astute manager
develops competence inthe areas of-negotiation; communication, and

-conflict resolution. Perhaps the. pursuit of understanding between indi-
viduals.Or groups is a luxury, but it never stops being 'worthwhile.

long before the word poll/id became synonymous with shrewci
tiess find chicanery; .it. conveyed the image of human interaction in
quest of the' common good. Thus, the information of coalitions is merely
a visible result of human nature..Skill in working effectively with both
small and Ittrgc groups is of paramount importance to anyadministra7

,',.tors' Once' again, certain competencies in this area can be taught; in-
...eluding problen clarification, options, development and analysis; and

role differentiation. These features, cotnibined, with intuition, courage,
and elOquente, should produce a branicy.of leadership that replaces vf-
sion with pluralistic' understanding; 'Fifth, issue management is

another important leadership 'skill. the political process has always
been issue-oriented. Taking full advIntge of that process requires the
identification' and effective management, of issues with the press,
legislature; governor's office, and so forth, to orchestrate a positive
resolinion. Community college leaders must begin. to think in terms
broad issues and teach facUlty and staff to do likewise.

Fifth Assumption: Chnge Comes from the Desire for Improzie-
-ment. While it is possible to learn certain leadership skills, positive
change cannot come without motivation. The greatest obstacle to
change is not, scarce resources but ;thz unwillingness-of organizational
members to make the attempt. An insecth.c environment can inhibit
creativity and initiative, since participants often believe that Unpre-
dictable restrictions will.somehow appear. This feeling may originate
from politicization within the institution that is beyond the control of its
members. Institutional leaders must massage these situations, so that

-educational issues emerge froni and are separated from political issues...
Unlocking the mystery of human motivation is a constant. chal-

l'enge to any leader. The classic springboard to organizational crea-
tivity is the development of an environment that promotes trust and

41
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guarantees equitable treatment. Faculty and Staff must feel that they
ate valued as the organization's greatest resource. TO bring this about,
leaders must employ the right mixture of confidence and patience in
order to delegate responsibilities and sen3itively k;.e them through.

,Within this trusting relatiOnship, however, the inevitability of
change thust be clearly understood. While staff members should feel
Professionally comfortable, they must also realize that their present
skills may not always-be valued as the institution grows. The impact of
this realization Can be-positive or negative. A community college that

,

Carefully and dOnsciCiOSly provides alternative career paths, flexible
benefits, retraining opportunities, and early retirement programs has:
gone long way in promoting astable but dynamic.environtnent.

Finally, much has been written about the inabilittof this nation
to instill a sense of organizational loyalty in its labor force. THIS- inabil-
ity is a basic: indictment of our leadership, a statetnent on its short-
sightedness 'and often dysfunctional administrative practices; While
participatory management (as, embodied, for example,. in quality
circles) may not succeed in every situation, its insistence on shared
responsibility .should serve to increase pride, prodUctivity, and loyalty.
Unrthestionably, loyalty is the one thing that a leader cannot do
without.

Sixth Assumption: Important Change Is Externally briven.. The
traditional American notion of leadership, which'March (1980) disputes,
is 'that excellence at the top initiates. extraordinary internal change:
While this. belief is gratifying edthe ego, current reality indicates that,
the exact opposite is true. Much of our present. community' college
leadership, whether good or bad, arises almost .by accident and is pri-
marily reactive in nature. Chancellors and presidents rarely originate
great institutional accomplishments. For every William Rainey Harper
and Daniel CoitGilman there are dozens of understated competent
administrators trying to preserve order against chaos. Few of their
organizational strategies ..or leadership initiatives will make' much
difference to the destiny of their institution, Rather,' their contribution .,
May, often be shaped in responSe to an external'issue: the abrupt shift of
financial aid policy in Washington, a serious economic recession, or the
shutdown of .a- nearby business inStaffation. .

Neither do chief_exceuti.-W. officers react: solely to off-campus
thstimuli. Within the inStitUtiOn,'ey are constantly presented with staff.

. propositions for consideration, some undoubtedly of high quality. FeUv
would disagree with the proposition that the better the staff, the better
the leadership appears. Moreover, many colleges frequently house "hid-
den" leaders--; comPetent_people who are never formally identified or
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Who choose- not to be. Thus, as March (1980, p. 2) states, "organiza-
tions rarely do exactly what they are told to do." Since many of the mis-
handled-directives enianate from the leadership, presidents and chan-
cellors who view themselves as the source of changefiare in for a frus-
trot Mg experience. Thies, it seems more likely effective leadership
lies in the ability to keep One's ear to the ground although not for so
long that one fails to provide visible leadership for faculty and staff.

Strategies for Leadership Development

The problem- of leadership for community colleges 'has two
dimensions. The leadership traits required for the nextceritury have as
yet received little 'attention. Indeed, no systematic leaderShip develop-
ment process- has' been 'Set in motion since the Kellogg FOundation Pro-
gram in the 1960s.

National Responses. In order to address leadership development
for community colleges, a national commission should be formed to

the future leadership requirements of the American community
college movement. This body might study the career patterns and
pact of fortifier Kellogg fellow's.. It could review the current organiza-:
tional climate in community college eduCationand discuss future direc-
tions. It could analyze the effects of the information revolution on post-
secondary ,education needs. It could examine national and interna-;
tional demographic, political, andjeCdnomic trends, and it could cony
duct extensive research on comroun4 college districts, in a variety Of
settings, including both urban and rural.

Assuming that two decades is a reasonable'gestation period
training leadership to attain positions of prominence and develop what
Mat`.ch (1980) calls "uncommon imagination," it is imperative that for-
mai training centers be established very soon. They must be interdisci-
plinary in outlook. Future leaders,must internalize diverse types of
knowledge: the 'sociology of organizations, political processes accom-
panying change, management of coalitions, proper translation of exter-
nal forces., and, most iMportant, methods that allow internalereatiVlty'"
to. flourish: They must fully realiie that change is inevitable. If leaders
are to manage change processes- in the tumultuous period ahead, this
diverse knowledge must be operationalized.

Local Responses. .Unfortunately, community colleges cannot
wait for. the establishment of a national commission and leadership
training centers. Districts and individual colleges mustegin their own.
efforts to facilitate adjUstment to an uncertain futnr.e, to improve insti-
tutional. quality in an .uncertain present, and to" develop leaders. At a
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minimum, two steps are required: staff renewal and management flex-
ibilities. The need for'staff rtriewal is obvious in this period of job burn-
out, productivity lags, and adversarial relationships between labor and
management. Community colleges exist to provide tor.l.hc .grOwth and
renewal of a student population. Potential leaders MUST' be .aftdfcled
similar opportunities if they are to service th clientele effeLtively.
Community colleges must provide stafferenewalsoppostu,nitiesthat can
assist developing leaders to come to a cleasr'UndefStandingtif their capa-
bilities, strengths, and weaknesses. As a result of such activity, leaders
will become aware of behavior patterns that are inappropriate for die'
solution. of emerging problems.

in a business.that extols the virtues of individual potential, a
consistent marfagemeril 'policy would provide various performance op-
non's. New forms of recognition for emerging leaders..shouldex7>
plored, as -.should policies covering liberalized leave for advanced
education and: prcifessional. development.. Community collages might
want to experiment with such techniques as flextime and job sharing to
free emerging leaderS-forprofessional development.

Conclusion

A crisis is developing at the leadership level of the American
community college movement: We need a crystallized definition of the
characteristics and skills that the next crop of leaders must possess.
However, there is currently no organized mechanisM for leadership
training, such as existed at the Kellogg Foundation in the 1960s. In this
chapter, have outlined five assumptions about leadership in order to
sketch a framework for future consideration arid action.

.::The question of leadership inevitably returns to the manner in
which or\ganizationhange is managed. Like individuals, organiza-
tions evolve at varying rates-. Postsecondary institutions have tradi-:,
tionally.lagged behind other sectors of society, such as technology and
indus,V.,Thecreation of centers for the study of community college,
leadership :is of practical and paramount importance, since many of tlie.),--r;=,
skills that future leaders will need.ce.-0.;:be developed. by training. If

vation at the community college level is to Continue\ t&ise who will
Brea new.-. round must excel in the areas of po'l'itics; eonfliet-resolu-
tion, m ation, and response to external change./

The future contains both hopes and danIge'es.\W-hetlar we col-
lide with change or manage to'pull order out of chaosremains to be
seen. But, we can build a coherent approach to the future by studying
present trends. Once these trends have been grasped, leadership must
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begin to fashion proactive, change-oriented responses. The first phase
of this effort -has been the-major theme of this chapter: discussion about
the character of individuals who will be the custodians of dur nation's

.educational ideals and establishment of community college leadership
centers. On the local level, the first steps involve increased attention to
stafl renewal and flexible Management designs.

Through coordinated and well-planned ell:011i, effective leader-.
'ship can chart a path to future institutional health: Those currently at
the top cannot relax for a moment. Leadership, we may be reminded,
is action, not position. Meaningful action-requires courage and persis-
tence. The talent questionably exists. It is time to return our attention
to leadership.
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PART 2.

Providing Effective Leadership in
an Era of Transition



The role of the community college leader today is complex and
multifaceted. It involves the use of communications
technology, considerable dependence on data for
decision making, and working with _a myriad of
external organizations.

Dimensions of Change
Confronting Institutional Leaders

Robert H. McCabe

For the past three decades, America has been in .a period of dramatic
change. Perhaps the single most important characteristic that we live
with today is the constancy of change: Our world is in continual tran-
sition, and etere is little prospect of stabilizing the near future. Ma-
jor events of the past and the rapidity of social evolution are reflected in
an amazingly resilient and adaptive nation.

Following World War II, there was a period of great economic,,
expansion and national euphoria. In the decades that followed, the na-
tion has strugglecito overcome its past treatment of minorities. The stall:
ing of economic development paralleled the era of the Vietnam War,
Watergate, and Nixon. That stalling was followed by high inflation,
which was caused by many factors, including the OPEC-driven oil
shortage-and substantial increases in the cost of energy. Third World
countries are reaching for larger shares of the world's goods and econ=
omy, and the reconstructed industries of Japan and other countries are
providing, fierce international competition.

The demographics of our country have changed dramatically.
The birth rate has dropped, especially among whites, and the numbers
.of minorities are increasing. The movement of population into the
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New Directions (or Community Colleges. no 46. SanFrancisco: Josscreass. June 1984: ,
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large urban areas has stabilized and iti.some cases reversed. Behindall
these significant social changes are inescapable facts of our present life

an overpowering realization Of the constant threat, of nuclear holocaust
and the rather recent recognition that, since as early as 1970, we have
been in an unsettling transformation from an industrial to an informa-
tion age economy.

The accelerated evolution in our society over the past three
decades parallels the most significaUt era of growth and development for
the. American community college. During the brief history of the con=
munity college movement,' public attitude:; toward social programs have
seen some drathatic shifts. Today, the feeling that social programs have
not worked,.that there is too much government regulation, and that peo-
plc should do more for themselves is strong. Yet, the problems of urban.
areas and minority populations have not lessened. Rather, the. changing
requirements for literacy in an information age and the stress of the sub-
stantial transitions that society 'is undergoing have caused already severe
problems to deepen. Any public institution, especially one as closely tied

to the needs of :nocicty as the community college; will also find itself deeply,
immersed in trwsitiun. Thus, the role of community college leaders in
the mid 1980s 'must be significantly different; both in' scope and content;,
from what it was in the expansion years of the 1950s and 1960s:

Community Colleges and Adaptation

The community colleges are just beginning to reach maturity,
along with the individuals who.began their careers in these institutions.
The work on facilities and campuses has been completed, and faculty
and staff are well traiiied and experienced. The natural reaction would
be to hold on tightly to concepts, and programs that workedeffectIvely in
the..past. Yet, it is essential to preserve a second important principle,
adaptation. The great expansion of di.: community college movement

. did not result from a static prograM but from a program that responded
quickly to the needs of a changing society. Undefined in mission,
without traditions, and with strong funding, community colleges per-
fOrmed whatever functions seemed to be necessary. Because of the'excel
lent match of jobs and programs in an expanding and increasingly com-

. plex economy, our institutions received accolades for their efforts.
However, as America progresses through the information' age and as
world and society and economies-undergo some fundamental changes,
community colleges must'continue to adapt and .provide programs that
communities need and support: f

Unfortunately, many leaders a.14iear'to.be mentally stuck in the
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attitudes of the 1960s, When colleges worked to achieve access, some- .

times at the expense of coMpletion and attainment. Many practices
lbllowed in the 1960s became increasingly inappropriate in the 1970s.
High school graduates and new clientele reflecting a lack of emphasis
or attainment in elementary and secondary education enrolled in large
numbers. These new students had fewer academic skilIs, while in-
dustry was demanding more. Like other urban community collegeg, .

Miami-Dade Community College evOlVed into an institution that not
-.:

modelonly provided open access but an open-flow educational odel aswell.
There were fewer requirements, most students were self4dvised, and

,Ipractices were based on the idea that students knew best what was right
for them and. that counseling should be nondirective. acuity! and
adfninistrators talked.about the right to failtacit agreement that staff!

.

were not well equipped to predict what students could achieveand
upheld students' rights to.choOFe classes, set their own ditctions, and .

.,.k: . -make changes as they desired.
. .. .. oii

, In the 1970s., several additional factorS emerged that were.
important in community college development. One of these factors was-
the continued increase in federally based financial aid. It the low- or
no-fee community colleges, students with Basic Educatidnal Oppor-.
tunity Grants actually. received cash for. living allownces.iAs clientele ..

continued to change, students became less prepared academically, and
1increasingly representative of new groups minoritte, women, handi-

capped, and older citizens: Added to the'genera ie.d imistrust of
authority and' institutions that grew out of:the Nixon-Aitetnam War
era, these factors changed the, climate and circumstances that -predom-
inated during the growth Years of America's community colleges.

Other important changes are now taking..place. fs America'
enters the lamination age; the number of unskilled and semiskilled
jObsis declirling, and agrowing number'of jobs are requiri6 informa-
tion- skills defining,, reading, analyzing, interpreting; - applying, and
communicatinginformation: COmmunities are faced with a dilemma:
Jobs require more information skills, and Americansipossess...feWer of
these 'Skills. Individuals who want to advance their education but have
the least preparationAo do so are. enrolled principally in community

i ,.!
colleges. Community colleges may fail to meet the resulting challenge
that'ofsuCcessfully!providing quality education inopen7access institu-
tions that equips competent graddates with the skills. needed to meet
the dctriands of information age industry and business. The open -flow
modelta the. open-access institution has little prospect of !working in
this environment. DraStic changes in the operational structure and ap

. .--
proachare essential if community colleges are to contribut to the eco;t-

c:zt,.4.,

4,9
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mimic and social development of the nation by salvaging opportunity
for large numbers of citizens whose skills are inappropriate or inade-
quate for the times.

Elements of a New Institutional Environmentti

The Federal Government. To a great extent, the feaeral gov-
ernment has provided the impetus for expansion in community colleges
through programs that help students to attend arid that regulate access
and opportunity. However, changes initiated under the Reagan
administration could alter the past pattern of growth. Changing public
attitudes place increasedsemphasis on merit and individual respon-
sibility and express suspicion of the benefits of social prOgrams.

The Reagan administration expanded financial aid in the area
of guaranteed, .student kians. This expansion principally benefits
middle- and higher-income students at independent four-year colleges
and universities. At the same time, it introduced a number of restric
tivelractices .on the Fell grant program and establishment of
time-based standards of progress so that students are expected to com-
plete programs within a given amount of time. These developments are
'e.bunter to the idea that students who begin with deficiencies require
more time to complete a program. They are, however, consistent with
a growing public feeling that money shdirld not be wasted on the
unprepared:Further, the federal government has revised its regulatory
and auditing procedures to place greater pressure on institutions to
tighten their administration of financial aid programs. The concept of
'applying regulations of general application ,to institutions that receive
federal funds is a clear expansion of rule making, which is most evident
in issues dealing with access and opportunity.

The State's. While the federal government fueled the access
revolution, State 'governments provided 'Most of the funds to institu-
tions for operations. In many states, community colleges have been
fiincIed from a conibination of local and state tax bases. Surprisingly;
most colleges have been able to Operate With considerable local
autonomy, despite the high. leVel of:state support. This pattern is now
changing. As state revenues failto keep pace with the'myriad of needs
that Citizens expect toThe financed with government funds; _there is
greater scrutiny of the expenditure, of these funds, and comPaition
aniong priorities increases. Legislators will seekand obtainmore
control over the programs that triey are-firnding.

States are increasingly concerned about duplication of effort,
and consequently they are increasing their efforts to coordinate institu-

50



tions from a centralized point. The cost of these coordinating efforts,
especially Jr they are line operations rather than institutional coopera-
tives, alwaYs exceeds any possible savings. The Cost of coordination
affects all levels. Responsiveness slows, data-collection and reporting
requireinnts increase, new staff are required at the central leVel and
matching stall' are required at the institutional level, and.stalf at ldwer
levels in the organization increasingly led impotent. The systematiia-'
lion olcommunity.Colleges seems clearly evident in the development of
new state boards with increased authority. California and Florida are NN._

good examples. In a recent article for the Orange County (California)
Daily Pilot,. krnard Luskin. (1984), president of Orange Coast .Corn-
'nullity College, identified a growing problvt.A: "PLow community col-
leges are 'state-funded institutions,' ;.ind with §te funds has come a
continuing blizzard of regulation anct more centralization of power, ex-
posing even stronger.. trends toward state control."

. A....factor that further complicates the educational decision-.
making process and that places it at higher levels is the broadly held
leelinganiong politicians, citizens, and interest groups that educational
institutions have not dont a good job. This continually reinforced
public opiiiion haS Made legislatures,.'state boards, and State bureau-

. cracies increasingly willing to make decisions about community college
policy. The impact of thistrend extends to curriculum and instructional
methods, which have always been the prerogative of the institution and

culty, Members of state bureaucracies often. lark-expeiience inihe
ed cational system and a full ufiderstanding.of institutional mission at d
goal. Their objectives are often negative -a, 'termine is in .11t

bandit g cent be- reduced, to scarch for ideni,fiablt, misuse of tUnds, or to
tug nvel all improper cOmputalion in an allocation :formula.

Given the current public concern with the effectiveness of open-
access poles 'and with the breadth of program offerings, the corn-
nunity college mission faces some serious issues: In most cases, the.
mission:of community colleges is better Under-stood andappreciated in
local coinnumities than at the state level, where community colleges

...must compete with the. universities. It is difficult to make a case for the
that all,prestige of institutions tnat are open to au, uespne the great contribu-....

lion made to society\when individuals .who. begin with deficiencies
become productive citizens. It is much easier to appreciate the coUtri-
but loll of the community college ana,to be suppOrtive at the local
where graduates are ernPlOyed, where students attend ciasses and
Wherc student's'' friends, riei\ghbors, and relatives often have benefited
from attendance at the same eolle'ge. Thus, maximum local control and
participation in funding is a significant benefit to community colleges:-
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The Local Board and Coinmunity. As community.colleges have
become integrated. into large systems, boards have had to assume, very
different roles. Today, there is more direct involvement, more difficulty
in carrying out the complex monitoring role, aria more tension between
boards and ;itltninistration, staff, and faculty than there was in the
earlier days. While change is evident M both appointed and elected
hoards, elected board members areroftbi under special pressure to con-
sider the role of staff and faculty in the election process. Since the elec-
tion of community college board often fails to capture broad public
interest,-,eMployee groups, espeCially faculty, are becoming an impor-
tant base of support for board candidates.

Members of boards are not immune froni the public concern for
Thus, they are.interested in receiving more data and informa-:

r,tion as well as in greater participation. in program decisions. As the
state legislature has increased its control over institutional operatiOnS, a, 4.:

new dimension has been added to' administration of
community-colleges, The board is now required to-deal with thelegis-
lature, state boards, arid state bureaucracies. Strong efforts in image
building have become 'essential in order to develoP.a positive public
attitude toward the institution that can be translated inunegislative
support. .% \

In'ternal or Ids. titational .Concerns. The restrictions. on decision-,.
making authority find the, increased controls that .community college
leaders face today are extraordinary. The situation in Florida well illus-
trates them. The state legislature is deeply involved in institutional
decision making, ranging from the definition of mission to the designof
specific courses. Today, a bureaucracy in The state department of edu-...
cation has specific administrative responsibilities, collects data, and
represents the state commissioner of education .and the state depart-
ment of education to the institutions. This, representsa significant
change froni years past, when the same organization repreented the --

institutions and their goals and objectives to the legislature and the
commissioner.

There is also an appointed state board of community colleges, a
local district board of trustees, a comprehensive vocational coordinat-

-.ing council for the region that includes both public scho5?lsand corn-
munity colleges, and a state- board of education comprised 'of the
members of the state cabinet. In addition,,there-areadvisory,commit-.,

tees for each occupational-pro-grain, an alumni asSociat on, a founda
tion board, faculty senates (in some institutions a facul y union), and
staff employee cour; s.. The individual college is furth-r regulated by
the 'federal government through funded-programs, by directives from
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the Equal Employment Commission, and by the state!s public
employee relations commission. The resulting network is even more
complex-10r Miaini43acleCOminitinity College, Since.its-SyStem encom-
passes- a district administration, campus administrations, faculty
senates on each campus, and a. senate consortium for. the whole insti-
tution. There are also student governments. Presidents must also deal
with city and county. governments and organized special-interest
groUpsIn the ongoing operation of their institutions.

One of the mosr difficult areas in the new environment with
which they must deal is the area of faculty concerns. Hiring-has slowed
considerably as growth' has, slOwed, and institutions have been using
more part-time faculty in order to maintain' flexibility or, save money.
There has also been a' significant change in clientele. New students
have.different needs, motivations, and educational goals. Programs are
shifting too, as the declining enrollment in such subjects as history and
foreign language 'shows. .

FinanCe is another problem that affects faculty morale. During
the 1960s, salaries incre?.sed at a rate exceeding inflation.. During the
1970s, however, supporit for higher education declined, and salaries

'failed to keep pace with inflation; Between' the 1976-77 and- the ..

1982-83 academic years, the gap-- betwee'n the rise in the Consumer
Price Index and ing' reases in faculty 'Salaries increased by nearly five.
times ("Faculty Pay.and 'the CoStiof 1984): During the same
period, salaries of other nOnagriCultilial employees kept pace with the
index. As this pattern continues over the" years,eOncern-has.grown.
Failure t meet inflation by 1 percent, 2 percent, or 3 yercerit
year produces a major discreparicy boween income and costs; 'Which
becomes a constant source ofstress and worry. In urban areas, this pat-
tern has forced many faculty into partTtime employment outside the
college and consequently reduced their commitment to the institution
and to students.

New Operational Approaches

Of ,the many considerations affecting the way .in which cam-
munity college leaders must opefate today, the most important is the
ability to Maintain a broad perspective on issues. The lnstitutien, its
mission:its image, its priorities, its relationship to societand its place
in the larger educational'system are all critical concerns. More than at
any other' time, the leader must be an educational visionary and keep
the focus directed on the essential purposes and value of the institution.
As the institution's, goals and mission are challenged, the leader. must
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emphasize the important contributions of the open-door
community college. However, he or she must also be realistic in anal-
yzing the prospect for success in matching the institution's educational
program with the requirements of society. In this period of rapid
change, individuals and groups are becoming increasingly assertive
about the roles that they see for community colleges. To permit exter-
nal groups to shape the destiny of the institutions would surely result in
WUzikiieSs and failure. It is the responsibility of the leader to set the
course for the future. .--

Working with C>zstitkents. A significant amount of the leader's
time must be devoted to establFning .apPort and working with various
constituents in the community busineSs and industry groups, com-
munity leaders, political figures, governmental . agencies, and so forth.,
Local legislators must be helped to become, fully cognizant of the insti-
tution's mission and benefits, its goals,: and the importance of its 'ser-
vices to the community. To accomplish this task, assistance from a
broad range of local leaders is needed. Legislators reflect public atti-
tudes. It is important for there to be a positive attitude in the community
toward the institution and for local leaders to be willing to stand up as
advocates. While the development of support is a public relations func-
tion, it must be based on performance and on a good Thatch between
programs 'and community needs and aspirations.

Fund .raising is one important way of building local support. It
provides a platform, a reason to talk to leaders, and a reason to explain
the institution and what it does. Of course, there are times when a plat-
form can be attained by other methods. A good example is the millage
referendum recently held in Cleveland for the Cuyahoga Community'
College District, which provided a reason to talk specifically about the
institution with groups throughout the community for a period of more
than a year.

Today, a community college leader must be prepared to deal
with the linedia. He, or she must understand that individuals in the
media often are interested in negative,stories, because such stories sell
newspapers. Therefore, it is necessary to build a cordial and positive
relationship With members of the media and to be available and willing
to discuss issues. More important, if negative information arises, the
institution needs to release the appropriate information rather than
allowing it to leak out in some less credible way. Thus; it is a good idea
to visit the editorial boards of major new papers once every six months
to discUss the college and its goals a' well as issues that the public

'should be infornied about. While these visits do not always result in
helpful articles or editorials, they help to develop working relationships
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with individuals-who are very important to the cultivation of an insti-
tutional image.

Information. One of the greatest changes affecting community
-college achninist ration_today_involves_the_availability_and abundance of
information. The new and ever expanding communications technology
makes it easy to access vast amounts of information. Requirements for
reporting aind analysis have increased, and external agencies rely
heavily on r:he data that they collect in order to make deciSions, regard-
less of the ,-F.Lifity of these data. Thus, it becomes extremely important
to exercise czre- 'lin the research process, so that data will be accurate,
they will I, wolleutted in accord with uniform standards, and they will
reflect haz h,ippening in the institution. Data can be misused, and
they frequently are. For example, in Florida, data in a state report
classified student :,.;sistants as administrative support persOnnel...If a
legislative aide Lin interpreted these data.at face value, the legislature
would have received a completely distorted picture of the relationship
between the number of administrative support personnel and faculty.

A final major concern about the inc.-eased availability of infor-
mation is that information is expensive to collect and maintain. The
development of information systems is an ardu.otis,: time-consuming,
and costly task, but it is necessary to ensure accurate data .input and
proper. maintenance. Further, organized data provide the institution
with important opportunities to know more about its operations and
thus to make better decisions. Unfortunately, administrators are often
so bogged down in collecting and reporting information that they make
little constructive use of the data in their own decisions.

Application of Systems 71.;:mology to Education. Our educa-
tional system is really a combination of huMan interaction and infor-

-Mation exchange. The application of systems technology to instruction
and academic support services is essential if community colleges are to
bring arg.;: itirnberr, of-unprepared-students_ to higher levels of per-
fOrritance. To illustrate, the order in which courses should betaken and
students should move through the system is designed at the institu-
tional level at Miami-Dade. Students are tested at admission, and if
they are deficient in, baic skills, they are assigned to necessary Bevel=

,
opmental course work. Student performance- is consistently monitored
tindt_r standards of-aeademicprogress . As-early as seven-c-redits-rload
restrictions are added, and supportive services and direetivecounliseling
arc provided. On completion of seventeen credits, additional restric-
tions are imposed in order to match students with an appropriate course
load so that they can proceed successfully through the system. If they are
still riot progressing satisfactorily at thirty creditsTsuspensions-are-used.
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'Through a computerized academic alert system, all students
receive an individualized letter approximately six weeks into each
term. These letters are based on information from faculty about stu-
dents' current status and academic progress. The comprehensive appli-
cation of communications technology makes it possible to advise
students on an ongoing basis. Advisement is stratified, with counselors
assisting students. who have the most difficult problems. Advisers who
deal only with academic advisement see all new students as well as those
who fall under any of the standards of academic progress restrictions
just outlined. Faculty members advise the remaining students.
Students receive a computer-generated Advisement/Graduation Infor-
mation System (AGIS) printout,-on which the transcript is ordered by
requirement rather than by term. The AGIS.report provides data on
students' standing in relation to each requirement, as well as other indi-
vidualized information. Using a grid based on the major, the AGIS
printout also shows the other courses required for the Major at the insti-
tution to which the indiviujal intends to transfer. Thus, students can
know at any given time how far They have moved toward graduation
requirements. Additional prescriptions in course order and course
volume are currently being added to the AGIS system to increase the
ability of faculty members to advise, prOperly and accurately.

All these monitoring and support programs depend on the use
of communications technology, ,to Make them economically practical.
The entire system is controlled by the Use of computerized information
in the process of registration and enrollment. Management systems
Currently in operation include prodUctivity analysis -and assignment,
continued Monitoring toward registration goals, forecasting of long-

--term needs, and budgets and cash management. All these components
form paiTi-OTany bUSiness enterprise in the 1980s.

Conclusion

The role of the community college leader is complex and multi-
faceted. It involves the knowledgeable use of communications tech-
nology, considerable clependence!nn data for decision making,' and
working with a myriad,of external organizations. For the leader, one of
the greatest dangers is that of allowing the demands of written and oral
correspondence to control his or her time and work. It is important not
to be trapped by the expectations and requirements of others, because
this allows them to establish the priorities. The leader must avoid this
ever present threat, carefully delegate - tasks, and rely on other
members orthe staff to maintain -the rou tine-flovkrof-work-.-Quality-indf-
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Viduals need and deserve the discretion to make decisions and to par-
ticipate in creative activity. Only by delegating authority can the leader I
acquire the time that or she must devote to work with .national and
state legislatures, -local community groups and represertatives, the.
board of trustees, and individuals within the institution. The leader
inust be in a position to set his or her own priorities.

Most important, the leader must never relinquish the role of
edu.ational visionary. He or she must fully undertand the place of the'
institution in the fabric of American society and understand the chang-
ing dynamics of society and community so that the right decisions
about the role and direction of the institution can be made. The insti-
tution must have a! spokesperson. The leader is the only individual
within the institution who is in a position to envision the larger issues
conceing educational practice and policy. All other indiViduals in the
institution will view :the issues from_more..specific.and.thus..narrower
perspectives. While these perspectives are important, and they should
be given consideration, the leader must maintain the comprehensive
understanding and personal vision required to guide the educational
program. This, is especially vital in the present period of constant
change both in the larger society and in our own institutions.
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As the student population changes, community colleges
experience substantial changes in both policy and operations:
Whether these changes are instituted from within or-without
is a critical task for leadership.

Leadership and Community Change

Joshua ``L. Smith

Communities are in a state of continti ous change. Community colleges.
are directly affected by changes in the communities where they are
located. By virtue of their mission, community colleges should change
as their clientele and community change. These issues do not need to

debated. However, it is difficult for community college leaders to
answer some other questions: Which societal changes are significant
and why? Which community changes are significant and why? Do
these changes have relevanCe to the mission of the institution? What
responses would be appropriate for the institution? What new or addi-
tional resources would be needed in order to respond? How are we to
evaluate the changes put into place? What new needs or demands will
these changes create?

Community college leaders find it difficult to answeithese ques-
tions, which on the surface seem perfectly reasonable beca.use the,
answers represent some admixture of fact and fiction, perception and
reality, and philosophy and pragmatism. That is, answers to these
questions constitute administrative efforts to impose order on variety,
and they are as much a function of leader perception of their causes as
they are a reflection of individual and collective ability to manipulate

____the_ environment.

R. I.. Alfrrd, P. A. Elsner, K. J. LeCroy, N. Armes (Eds.). Emnging Holes for Community College (waders.
New Duct (ions fur Community Colleges, no. 96. SA n Francis.: Jossey-Bass, Jsne 1984,
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This chapter uses examples drawn from an urban community
college to illus.trate changes in the demography, social structure, and
educational needs of the communities served by community colleges_
Community change is examined from three perspectives: tae changing
educational needs of specific community constituencies as new social,
eonomic,.. and technological trends emerge, institutional responses
to theSe changing needs, and the implications of these responses for
leadership.

Changing Community Needs

The new student now occupying a majority of the chairs in com-
munity colleges is a product of changes taking place in communities
across the country. It is almost axiomatic in our society that as the fec17

era! goVernment reduces or eliminates its spending on human services,
unemployment and enrollment in postsecondary education and train-
ing programs increase. History verifies this corollary relationship
repeatedly. Examined in the context of the urban community, it is a
fact of life that during the past two decades there has been a steady out-
migration bf middle- and upper-middle-income families and a steady
inmigration of impoverished, needy families into inner cities. As the
numbers of poor, alienated, foreign-born, .unemployed, and single-
parent families increase in our urban centers, crime also increases. In
successive, ongoing waves, ethnic enclaves become' ethnic strongholds
as immigrants and others seek solace and fortification within bonded
groups based on race, origin, color, religious belief;-::and other anti-
melting pot factors. Ghettoes based on language, race, ethnicity, ori-
gin., poverty, and other factors now abound in most metropolitan areas
throughout the United States.

Student Population Characteristics. With the advent of change
ir. the population base of communities has come a significant change in'
the characteristics of students served by community colleges, particu-
larly by those located in urban regions. Between 1970 and 1978, enroll-
ment of black students increased by 30 percent, while that of Hispanics
increased by 65 percent. At present,it is estimated that blacks consti-

----tuw1-1-0-i)or_wnt__;md-that:-Hispanic.c.-constitute-6-pexcent_of_the-xotal--
community college population. In addition to the black and Hispanic .

students, the minority representation in community colleges is increas-
ing as numbers of "new immigrants" from Mexico, Central America,
Latin America, the Caribbean, and the Orient are added. Along with
-their cultural diffel'ences, the new. immigrants, as well as other students .
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lbr whom English is not the primary language,- bring sharply increased
demands for instruction in English as a second language.

In the past ten years, the number of minority students in ele-
mentary and secondary education has seen a startling increase. A recent
Council of Great City Schools report places the increase in minority
students in Dade County, Florida, at 43 percent, in Minneapolis at
50 percent, and in Long Beach, California at 129 percent. Asian stu-
dent enrollment has increased by 256 percent nationally, representing
745,000 students in elementary and secondary schools in 1980. The
result is that minorities now constitute 57 percent of the elementary
and secondary enrollment in New Mexico and 43 percent of the ele-
mentary and secondary enrollment in California. When we consider
the displaced workers, single parents, returning adult learners, first-
generation college attendees, and displaced homemakers whose needs
must also be considered when we design postsecondary programs and
services, we appreciate that community college leaders face difficult
problems with respect to the mix of programs and services, academic
standards and policies, and cost-benefit equations that can be applied
to a diverse student body.

Literacy. The nontraditional students who are an increasing
percentage t f all community college students are notably underpre-
pared for college-level work. A steadily increasing percentage requires
developmental and remedial services before college-level work can be
undertaken Successfully. Although community college students may
have great developmental needs, it is important to note that they differ
from other college-bound students primarily in severity of need. Public.
L-hools, especially in the urban centers, have not succeeded iii graduat-
ing ts_prepared adequately either for direct employment or for
some form of postsecondary education. High school graduation grade
point averages, coupled with national College Entrance Examination
Board scores, indicate not only that graduating seniors are achieving
less well in high school but also that fewer students envision college or
some form of postsecondary education after high school and that stead-
ily increasing numbers of high school graduates have no plans for the
futilre at all. There is furth ,,,,,klence of this trend in the results of
examiiiaTtonsidininistere:.1 to persons Interested in military service,
data fr.)m which indicate that an warming preponderance of applicants
cannot read above sixth-grade level or add a single column of numbers
correctly, w;th or without the benefit of a high school diploma or the
GED certificate. Rejected for military service,. ineligible for_wlfare______
and ether social service benefits, unemployed and unemployable, but
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still believing in the dream of education as the ultimate equalizer in our
society, these persons are enrolling in community colleges throughout
the United States in steadily increasing numbers..

Technology. The 1980s ushered in an era in which technology
will be applied to industrial tasksa development that will result in the
dislocation and relocation of thousands of workers as the labor force is
restructured to m' et emerging needs. Naisbitt (1982) analyzes changes
in the labor force: "The real increase in positions has been in the infor-
mation occupations. In 1950, only about 17 percent of the work force
was engaged in information jobs. Now, more than 60 percent work
with information as programmers, teachers, clerks, secretaries,
accountants, stock brokers, managers, insurance agents, bureaucrats,
lawyers, bankers, and technicians... most Americans spend their time
creating, processing, or distributing information.",

In both industry and agriculture, automation is increasing
unemployment, as planters, pickers, and packers are replaced by
automated machinery, as typesetters are displaced by computerized
composer-printers, and as robots weld and test automobiles on the pro-
duction line. And, the microprocessor is far more threatening to the
stability of the old order than even the early applications of computer
technology. Futurists in Britain claim that the microprocessor already
has infiltrated 38 percent of the world's present economy. Naisbitt
(1982, p. 29) states that Newsweek magazine recently estimated that
between 50 and 75 percent of all U.S. factory workers could; be dis-
placed by robots before the end of the century. Others watching the
telecommunications industry project similar progress worldwide and
rapid displacement of people and jobs by the microprocessor in particu-
lar and by computer technology in general.

Technology is not static. It is continually evolving, expanding,
miniaturizing, and altering the world that we know. The technical jobs
for which community colleges are training students are in many in-
stances technologically obsolete. Thus, community colleges must con-
tinually assess and reassess needs and trends in the workplaces where
they expect to place graduates, and at the same time they must assess
their own students' needs. Student assessment is extremely important,
as t le s 1 i pro i es o entering s u ents s Ow. I V L

Test scores at an all-time low, and as the number of entering students
cannot read, speak, or write acceptable English or pass a simple

arithmetic competence examination increases, the goal of preparing
students for high-technology jobs in an information-processing society
becomes distant and costly. Without basic skills, computer literacy is
out of the question. Moreover, since technology is changing the world
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of work at a staggering rate, it is imperative for community colleges to
provide their graduates with a conceptual knowledge on which they can
build and with a desire. to be reeducated throughout their work lives.

Lifelong Learning. One of the most dramatic and visible changes
now under way in postsecondary education is the growing orientation
to lifelong learning of every ilk and variety, ranging from Erhard
Seminars Training and religious cults to the Scarsdale Diet, language
learning tapes for automobile drivers, and a staggering array of school-
based courses offered by continuing education offices on campuses,
across the country. Whether from a love for learning, a desire to acquire
new skills, a need to fill lonely hours, an attempt to get a promotion or
a new and better job, or some Combination of all these, people are
returning to community colleges, universities, proprietary schools,
YMCAs and YWCAs, churches, travel and tour groups, and other
sources for continuous learning. Without a doubt, lifelong learning and
continuing self-improvement will continue to swell the ranks and in-
crease the variety of students who enroll in forinal and informal pro-
grams of learning at community colleges.

Requisites for Management

Community colleges by definition serve the community. Conse-
quently, as the changes described in the preceding section change the
student population, the colleges themselves experience substantial
changes in both policy and operations. Whether these changes are insti-
tuted from within or without the community college is a critical task for
management.

The most far-reaching change that a majority of community
colleges have instituted is the implementation of the open-admissions
policy to accommodate rapidly changing community needs. The open-
admissions policy has pi-ufound effects on the management, structure,
stalling, governance, operations, and funding of community colleges.
First and foremost, it places an overwhelming demand on community
colleges for remedial services, which affects their productivity and
effectiveness. When lack of proficiency in the English language is
coupled with severe need for basic skills training, student progress is
expectedly slow especially in view of the debate still under way about
the most effective methods of teaching English as a second language
and in view of resource limitations that prohibit one-on-one instruction
in skills courses_Like tmditional students, nontraditional community
college students often resist taking skills courses, preferring the high-
status credit courses dial define the taker .as rnatrieulat ng toward a

\
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degree. Thus, as a direct corollary of the open-admissions policy and
its consequences, a majority of community colleges have found it essen-
tial to reevaluate, rethink, and restructure their support services_

For remediation, the major issues are how to develop, strengthen,
and reinfOrce the basic skills required for success in college-level work
across the curriculum in a manner that is both effective and cost-
efficient. In addition to rethinking traditional remedial classroom
instructional modes, materials, and teaching techniques, explorations
include application of compute! technology and tutorial programs
(both human and machine-based) to learning laboratories and other
self-paced learning modalities that will enable students to remedy their
skill deficiencies as quickly and effectively as possible.

For testing and evaluation, the major issues are the develop-
ment and standardization of non-culturally biased evaluation and test-
ing instruments and procedures that accurately and fairly assess skill
deficiencies index (dent of language or test-taking proficiency. The
development of nagnostic and prescriptive test instruments linked
directly to curricular sequences that can enhance placement and stu-
dents' progress is extremely important.

For counseling, the major issues are predicting, understanding,
retraining, and redeploying college resources counseling facultyso
that the real needs of the new students can be met. Since it now is fre-
quently the case that community colleges are attracting increasing
numbers of students who are the first in their family to attend college
and a majority of these first -time college students lack information
about college routines and requirements and about career and degree
requirements, there is a critical: need to reconceptualize and redeploy
counseling resources so that they are available to all entering students
at the moment of entry into the community college environment and
continuously thereal:er. Orientation programs, personal and career
counseling programs, academic' advisement, rnentoring, and other
methods of enhancing student understanding and acceptance of the
procedures and steps necessary to accomplish personal and career goals

are necessary.
For financial aid, the major issues are the acquisition, training,

and deployment of staff to provide a one-stop, total-package financial
planning service for community college students: In many respects, the
financial aid office is the heart of the institution, since for a majority of
current-personnel;- it- demystifies the requirements-and-procedures-of-
ever changing federal, state, and local programs of financial assistance
for higher education. Often, the first level of demystification lies in
translating the argot of financial aid into terms that students with lim-
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ited ability to comprehend written English can understand_ The second
level relates to developing an understanding in students of the require-
ments of high-level money management and personal finance under
circumstances frequently involving no exchange of the real dollars to
which they arc accustomed. The third level relates to developingamong
financial aid staff members an accurate and working familiarity with
the copious rules and regulations of federal, state, and city public assis-
tance programs that directly affect students' eligibility for higher educa-
tion assistance and students' ability to matriculate in postsecondary
institutions in the context of families, jobs, housing, and other personal
matters.

A most important issue to be faced in the area of financial aid is
directly related to the backgrounds that nontraditional students bring
to community colleges and to the expectations that community colleges
can realistically set for their progress. The issue is this: If a steadily
increasing number of entering students. require remediation, and if
under present circumstances it is unreasonable to assume thg't years of
underachievement can be overturned in one or two semesters, espe-
cially when a student lacks proficiency in the English language, then it
becomes essential to put in place financial aid programs that will allow
students to complete their programs of study in community colleges in
six or eight regular semeste:B rather than in the traditional four. The
state of New York recognized this problem and recently inaugurated
a special tuition assistance program, which augments the tuition assis-
tance program by providing two additional semesters of financial aid
frn- students who require significant remediation.

The second major area of policy, management, and program-
matic changes to flow from the open-admissions policy involves curric-
ulum revision. As students enroll in community colleges in response to
changes in the community increasing unemployment, curtailment of
public assistance programs, rising standards for general and technical
skills in entry-level jobs, and so fortha majority of colleges are expe-
riencing a growing imbalance between student demand for career and --

---technical -programs-and -demand- ral- a rt s-progra ms:W hi le-itu.=
dent demand for career-oriented courses is understandable, the imbal-
ance inherent in this preference affects the entire college community,
threatening the future of liberal arts faculty and raising questions about
the ability of the college to graduate students who are not only trained in
a skill area but who are also prepared for social responsibilities in a
amocratic society. The broader issue raised is what constitutes quality
in community college education from the perspective of changing com-
munity needs and expectations. Many community colleges are experi-
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menting with solutions or responses to this question by pairing courses,
by establishing mandatory general education requirements regardless
of career specialization, by instituting core curriculums, and by strength-
ening transfer programs and related support services, among other
strategies.

Although the community colleges remain in a growth posture
throughout the United States, on many campuses it is the continuing
education divisions that are offering flexible programmatic response to
community needs. Free of the established strictures of academia but
having direct access to a talented and well-trained pool of academicians
and career training specialists, these divisions are in a position to give
the broadest possible meaning to the community college goal of com-
munity service. Certificate programs and special-interest courses for
adult learners are becoming the bread and butter of continuing educa-
tion divisions. As their missions are broadened to include outreach to
assist communities in economic development, they will become more
extensively involved in in-plant training and basic skills improvement
in cooperative ventures with unions and other organizations represent-
ing workers on the job, with corporate management in devising and
implementing retraining programs for management personnel, and
with state and city agencies in the developinent of short-term employ-
ment and business development programs. It is not unreasonable to
speculate that in the not too distant future continuing education pro-
grams on community college campuses will represent microcosms of
the community colleges themselves.

Implications for Leadership

While there is general consensus on the routine responsibili7
ties of the community college leaderboard and community relations,
academic and institutional leadership, planning and budgeting, and,
most important, communication with and other public
constituencies the elements of leadership required for community

"Teges in the Mid1980s and beYOndadd traditional elements an
importart new dimension that might best be described as the social
or socie al visionary. Presidents must sift through available data
television news reports; census data; employment and training trends
in industry; shifts in federal and state funding patterns; bOard, faculty
and staff priorities and concerns; trends in enrollment projections and
student career goals; dialogue with other presidents and .colleagues;
elementary and secondary education graduation and dropout rates;
industry relocation efforts; new housing starts; and more in order to
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come forward with a plan, a set of goals, an interpretation of myriad
circumstances and likelihoods, a vision of what tomorrow Will bring,
and a vision of how best to prepare for it.

In this dimension, leadership involves analysis and interpre-
tation_ of a massive, ever changing data base to develop a sensible point
of view about the benefits that can be derived from !redirection of re-
sources within the institution. It requires an appetite for information of
all sorts from all quarters and a mental capacity to digest and translate
both the information and its utility inside and outside the institution. It

..also requires a mental facility to interact with myriad constituencies
both pragmatically- and philosophically. In the process of relating to
numerous publics, the community college leader, as the symbol of his
or her institution, giVes clear signals of the institution's viability, visi-
bility, vigor, currency, utility, and purposefulness. The extent to which
he or she couples a facile command of broad-ranging information with
an interpretation of ,its current and future relevanee to the institution
and the community plays a significant role in the public's perception
and evaluation of the institution. In short, the leader confirms and
maintains public perception of and confidence in the institution while
at the same time serving as a catalyst for change in the community.

Leaders play a significant role in validating and legitimating the
institution. In relating to board, advisory committees, students, fac-
ulty, employers, regulatory agencies, legislators, parents, community
organizations, professional associations, business and industry leaders;
support staff, and others, the leader uses the aura and power of execu-
tive office to interpret the benefits derived from interaction with the
institution's resources and establishes these benefits as worthwhile con-
tributions to individual and community goals.

Leadership in community colleges extends beyond effective and
orderly planning An administering the , institution. The resources
avai!able personnel, buildings, equipment, and timeare essentially

_useltss_withottz -an- organizing- and galvanizing visionary at-the center:
The leader, not the manager, is the galvanizing force for change in a
period of .-conomic and social dislocation experienced by individuals
and groups in the community.
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Economic and political developments have caused community
college presidents to devote more time to external constituencies,
such as the legislature and business, and to form new alliances
among business, goverfirrient, and education. The community
that community colleges serve is expanding.

New Relationships with
Government, Business,
and Industry

John N. Terry

When the Truman commiss'on issued its historic report in 1947 (Presi-
dent's Commission on Higher Education, 1948), the word community
beCame part of the title of two-year or junior colleges. The change was
not merely cosmetic. This visionary report perceived a new; active role
that placed community colleges at the center of external activities by
serving-c-ornmunity-needs-in-a-mulf,tude-of ways. As population shiftg;---
economic fluctuations, political upheavals, and social changes change
the community, the college changes. Hence, the efforts of colleges to
serve the community can prove frustrating.

That relationships with_external organizations_ are chafiging_is
one of the few certainties in community college education. Rather than
defining the dynamics of change, it may be more appropriate to illus-
trate change by describing the relationships of community college lead-
ers in Washington state with external agencies. There is one caveat:
There is gmat disparity among community colleges and among state
structures for community colleges. However, the trends facing leaders
are quite similar.

k. 1.. Allred. I' A. Elsner, lt, J. 1.K:roy, N. Armes (Ms.). Envying Ho4s r Community College Learn.
New Duet 'Ions for COMMA nity Colleges, no. 46. San Francisco: inssernass, intl. 1984.
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The Washington State Community College System

A brief profile of the Washington community college system
provides the necessary perspective. Following two years of economic
woes, the states financial condition appears to be stabilizing. However,
the journey through financial chaos has had an impact on community
colleges. First, it resulted in drastic dollar cutbacks, which reduced the
number of students who could be served. For example, in 1980 the sys-
tem served 104,000 full-time-equivalent students. Twe years later, that
number had declined to 82,110. The decline via's the direct. result of
budget cuts, not of a decline in the demand for services. Second, the
region's economic problems caused leader-. t,1 threct their attention to
economic development and economic especially a..; these
involved high technology, and to request a :!staace frei:.i community
colleges.

Those studentswere served by twenty-seven colleges in twenty-
three districts. Academic Program enrollment is 53 percent of the total
enrollment. State funds provide 91 percent of the operating budget,
which means that the legislature is the primary external constituency.
There is no local tax base. For the 1983-84 biennium, the state appro-
priation is $434,634,000 for operations. Tuition receipts are collected
locally,' but they are transferred to the state's general fund, where they
are..comrningled with other general tax receipts. Against this political
reality for community college education in Washington str.te, there are
three main external groups with whom institutional leaders must relate:
government agencies, the private sector, and cd7icational providers.

Relationships with Government Agencies

State Legislature. With over 90 percent of institutional operat-
ing funds coming from the state's general fund through legislative
appropriations, legislative activities are ritop-priority. The legislature
also sets tuition, establishes salary increase percentages, and reaches
into virtually every phase of operation; for example, local trustees are
confirmed bv-the senate. Obviously, control of the community college
has been shifting to the state level.

While decisions about the funding and operations of colleges are
made at the state capitol, the typical legislator bases his or her under-
standing of the system on his or her understanding of a particular local
college. If the legislator has a good Understanding and appreciation of
the local college, he or she usually understands and appreciates the sys7
tern. Thus, individual legislators are a major external constituency for

Gs
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Couintunity colleges. To work with riicinbers of the legislature, two ele-
ments are required: a structure for legislative relations and presidential

___,.leadciship PreSide_nts muk_understand_the legislative procesS and the
politically motivated behavior of legislators.

Legislative relations are becoming increasingly important for
ommunity college administration. Twenty years ago, legislative staffs

were small, and they generally operated only during the" session. To-.
day, staffs are large, specialized; and largely full-time. The higher'edu
cation committees of both-houses- have full-time staffs..' Staff-not,only;--
arrange hearings during the session btit alsO organize interim studies,
which usually include.meetings and hearings. Likewise, the ways and
means committees have a person' on their-staff who specializes in higher

, education. C:mtacts with these people arc critiCally.important. Making
these contacts is a continuous task.

The Executive Branch, The governor plays a key role in the life
ol'Comptunity. colleges in Washington state. First; he appoints. the

..-.i...-tnetribers of the, twenty-three local boardseach board has five.merri-,
bers.,- who serve five-year termsas well as the eight members of the
stateboardilWho serve four-year terms. SeCond, the governor prepares
ancrsubmits 'to the legiSlature the biennial budgetfor the operation of

-.:.state.government, including the community colleges. The community
college budget is developed in close cooPeratiOnwith the governor's
budget office: Thus, a working relationship the.Office of Financial-
Manitgetnent:is a subset of the working relationship with the governor.
,While some ofthe con&I-ns are, of a policy nature,. a great deal of. the
WorkCenters.on details, such as the price of pr'acessing a library book or
the student-teacher ratio, Competence is the basis for mutual respect in
this relationship. . .

In recent years, governors. have assigned specific responsibility'
for liaison'with education to a staff. person. The,governor's education'
:liaistm can be a vet), important influence on the community college sys-.
-tem. Presidents must understand and appreciate the delicate relation-
-ship of thc governor's education liaison to the legislature, &le commu-
rtity college system.office; and individualolleges. In.some cases., con-
tact is almost on aaily basis; in other cases, there is contact only when
there is A crisis.

H The Legal System. The state's attorney general is the legal adviser
to the state.'board -and to the, twenty-three local boards of trustees:Our

.

-sOcietyhaS become litigious: Presently, the WaShington state community.
college Stern is spending $484,709 for attorney general fees to cover the
period froinjUly 1., -1983 to June 30, 1985. The attorney general Cur,
rently has thirtY7six cases pending in some stage of,litigation. In addi.
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(ion, the attorney general prepares'fiirrnal opinions on request. These
()Pinions do not have the standingoflaw, but they are exceedingly.impor-
tant, In property transactions, contracts, and legal interpretations; the
attorney, general is a-prime asset.

The Federal Level. Perhaps the greatest change affecting com-
munity colleges from the federal level over the past twenty years has
been the growth of student financial aid. Today, student financial aid;
especially the federally supported programs, is an essential element of
college attendance for many students. Because tuition was low, finan-
cial aid was slow to beco(e a major factor in the lives of community
college presidents. Today, every president anxiously tracks congres-
sional activities related to financial aid. It is big business.

For community colleges; vocational education is equally impor-
tan t.'With about 45 percent of their enrollment in the vocational area,
legislation and rules, from federal level arc. important. Approx-
imately $5 million Co support community college' vocational, efforts
comes into the system annually from the federal level. Thus,- college .

leaders must maintain congtlesSional agency contacts, They must
also maintain contacts with-the American Vocational-Asociation and
the American ASsociation oft Community and Junior Colleges. Voca-
"tional education is a critically important issue at the moment because
the Vocational Educational is is up for reauthorizatioin.

Both student financial aid and vocational education operate in a
ro;'.:(ical environment: The ten members of the congiessional delega-.
',km in Washington state are assigned to a college president as theh-1.

contact. When an issue arimis that requires a contact with the,congres- .
.sional delegation, the college president becomes diplbmat and politi-
cian. Contacts arc usually restricted to members of tic key committees

'considering a piece of legislation. Congressman Carl Perkins and his
committee hold the fate of vocational education in /their hands in the
House, and a member of the Washington state delegation is .a member
orthat committee; he receives numerous contacts oil) vocational educa-
tion.

The entire federal ucture.,Congress, agencies,' and, asso-
moons is"an,important eternal constituency. Influencing this struc-. . struc-
t'urc is more important now than it was ten years ilgo.

Relationships with the Private Sector

Of all the external frees that community c liege leaders now
face, relationships with bulsiness and industry ,air ed at economic
development and recovery h\ ave become the most fo ceful. Ten years
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ago, these efforts demanded very little of a president's time. Today, as
much. as one third of a president's time can be taken up by these efforts.
Consider, for example, the array of agency. re ationships and reponsi-
bilities that fall within the purview, of community college leaders in
kVashington state: The CoMmission for Vocational Education is the
state agency designated to receive federal funds and manage the Voca-
tional Education Act. State and federal legislation has changed its role
in recent months o include management of a $3.5 million state-
sponsored job skills p -ograth and the federally sponsored Job Partner-

-ship-Training Act tithe- becomes effective on October 1. The main
objective of the Commission for Vocational Education hag shifted to
coordination of state and federal programs for the training of prospec-
tive employees to fill new jobs created by new or expanding industries.
The job Training Coordinating Council is appointed by the governor
to designate service delivery areas that contain private industry coun-
cils (PICs). Many colleges are repreSented on local PICs, and presi-
dential involvement is much greater than it was under the Comprehen-
sive Employment Training Act. The High - Technology Coordinating
Board was establiShed..hy the legislatUre-to..-direct the-operations-of a

--siate-sponsored High-Technology Training Program. A sum of $3.5
tttillion hasbeen allocated to establish up'to four demonstration train-
ing centers within the community college system. community colleges
will .become an active partner with industry in high-technology train-

_

The .Governor's Committee on High-Technology Training and
Advancement is appointed by the governor to review the state of high
.technology and to recommendneeded improvements.. A product of the
(1)111111ittee hasbeen a closer working relationship between business and
community colleges.

It is difficult to overstate the significance of the relationship now
being forged between business and industry and community colleges as
the state struggles with the important issues of economic development
and economic. recovery. In the past,- there were occasional meetings
between the two groups. Each rneeting. tended to be a first meeting,
and, there was never a second meeting. As a consequenc.e, there were
no outcomes. The severe economic recession that hit the state. in 1981
gave a sense of urgency to previous hiv-and-miSs efforts...The North-
'West had been- supplying 48 percent of the lumber used in the domestic
market. By 1981, that figure had dropped to .28 percent. Unemploy -.
ment in the state-exceeded 13 percent. In some areas, especially in the
lumber-producing areas, unemployment exceeded 20 -percent. The
aerospace industry was weak. Agriculture was soft, Necessity, the
mother of innoVation\, closed the gap between business and education.
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They discovered common bonds ancl set out to establish a constructive and
effective working relationship through joint participation on-economic
development councils, chamb,...-s of commerce, and industry councils.

As industry iind education have worked together, community
college leaders havelearned from business and improved their manage-
ment practices. Two concepts that originated in the industrial sector
and that :are now being applied in the college setting are strategic plan-
ning and quality circles. Both industry and education have read. Theory
Z: How American Business Can Meet Japanese Ch2.11enge, by .W illiam Ouchi.
Froni Ouchi's book, the concept of quality circles has been singled out
for additional development as a means of' fostering participation in
campus decisions. Strategic planning needed a translator before it
could be applied to the colleges. Steiner (1979) appealed to the business
leader but not to his collegiate counterpart. Keller (1983) translated the
concept into the college environment.

One of the unintended consequences of such reading is that it has .

provided leader., with a new sense of kinship. Misunderstanding and `\,
Mutual distrust have tended to disappear, and a new base of commonality
haS been established. Leaders from both sectors are seeking new ways of
doing old tasks. They concur-with Cleveland (1972, p. 89), who wrote:
"The future executive will be brainy, low-key, collegial, optimistic, and one

". thing more he will.positivelY enjoy complexity and constant change,"
Discussions between the business and industry complex and

community college leaders need to deepen. Vocationally Oriented
training may not be the real need. In the forthcoming information

.society, the change in the labor force is not very revolutionary. Over
the next ten years, the Bureau of Labor Statistics forecasts a greater de-
mnd for janitors than for computer workers and a greater demand for
healthrelated occupations than for either janitors or computer
workers. There is a need for 600,000 new secretaries. Office automa-.
t ion has changed the secretary's world, but the transition from the elec-

.. trio typewriter to the word processor can be completed'by a competent
secretary in ra week at most. _Etzioni (1983) argues that students need

'psychic preparation for the discipline required for learning. .

If change is to be a way of life, then community colleges must
prepare people to think analytically and reason logically...Yet, we are
Putting the emphasis on narrow job skills that are destined .for rapid
obsolescence. This is fair neither to the individual nor to the employer.

Relationships with Educational Providers

As an institution, education is becoming increasingly complex.
A Nation at Risk (National Commission on Excellence in Education,
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1983) is a call to) action on education that has made education a cam-
paign issue for the 1984 election, Other groups, such pis the College En-
trance Examination Board, the Twentieth Century Fund, and the
Education Commission of the States, have also-issued -reports7These
developments have brought a-new urgency to the continuing problems
of articulation. The Washington state legislature has created a ternpo-
rary committee to review all education. Membership includes a cross
section of the state. It is a safe conclusion that the legislature is not con-
tent with the structure and operation of education. If it were, it would

.

not have appointed. a special committee to examine the structure of
education'.

Relationships between sectors have not changed so much as
activities haste increased._ High school-college relations. have seen a
decided increase in activity, which has involved virtually every group
within the education familyschool directors, superintendents, college
presidents, and trustees.

Conclusion

The constituencies with which a community college president
must work arc changing. More are oft campus. While this is good.in
many respects, it lias some potential dangers. The central activity is
still education. One must be careful not to lose one's effectiveness with
internal constituencies while improving one's effectiveness with exter-
nal constituencies. In every solution, there is a problem.

The center for decision making has not shifted. Although the
tight economy and increased legislative staff have increased the tempo
of legislative activities, the key decision center is still at the local level.
State-level activity tends to condition the environment, but it has not
usurped the local decision process, In the community college system,
there is a pragmatic reason for maintaining strong local bases. Legis-
lative support is based on local issues.

Tomorrow's community college leaders must be able to merge
the local concerns of business and industry,, citizen groups, elementary
and secondary education, and political officials with the statewide
interests of the legislative and executive branches of government-They
will need to clarify their thinking about the institution's roles and
adtonomy as a partner with public- and private-sector organizations in
multiple programs. Most important, they will need to identify and ad,
(ress important questions about the cost-benefits of community college
education for specific external. constituencies. What training, narrow
skill, or ability to learn is most helpful to industry in the long run?
What..types of cooperative programs for remedial adult education
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should be developed with elementary and secondary school systerns?,,.
Until these questions are answered, community college presidents will
manage, but they will not lead.
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Analysis of technological change and its implicalions for
human resource development is an important task for
community college administrators. This chapter reviews
future changes in technology, their impact on faculty and
stuff, and the implications of changing technology for
leaderShip development in the decade ahead.

Leadership and
Technological -Innovation

Roizalit W Bush
W Clark Ames

Community colleges are being placed on the defensive as providers of
postsecondary education in an era of multiple delivery systems. They
are being pressed to document and defend their role in society, their
mission, their curriculum, their right to legislative appropriations,
their definition of the associate degree, and in some eases their very
existence. The best defense is a good offense. 'Community ,college
leaders will need to formulate an effective offense if they are to address
two major obstacles that lie ahead: technology and human resource
development. These two challenges need to be addressed together,
becaUse they will be inseparably intertwined as colleges allocate per-
sonnel to operational and strategic managemeni functions. If proactive
planning is an essential dimefision of leadership, then analysis of tech
nological change and its implications for human resource development
is an important task for community college administrators. This
chapter, reviews future changes in technology, the impact of these
changes on faculty and staff in community colleges, and the irnplica--
tions of changing technology for leadership development in the decade
ahead.

R. I.. Alfred. P. A. Elsner. R. J. LeCroy, N. Armes (Eds.). Emerging Roles for Community College Learn.
New Directions for bommunityColli-ges. no. 46. San Franciscojossey-Bass june 1984. 73
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Technological Assumptions

Those who believed that the hand-held calculator would be the
supreme application of tedincirogy in the classroom proved short -
sighted. Yet, those who project that all learning will take place in the
"electronic cottage" by the 1990s are headed toward disappointment.
The future lies somewhere in between. We know that the technological
world is changing rapidly..The time required to develop and introduce
increasingly sophisticated technologies has shrunk from a period of
years to a 'period of months. The hardware of high technology iii"the
form of satellites, fiber optics,.computers, lasers, and robotics is becont,
ing less expensive with each new advance. Stationary satellites, once
a billion-dollar experiment, are now within the financial reach of
Individual-community-colleges: Fiber-optic cables, which carry thou.
sands of communications on a strand the size of a human hair,.arebe-
ing put into plaice by the long-distance telephone companies. Com-
munity colleges may he able to -useadvanced 'technology to link
multicainpus diStricts or to allow colleges to share resource?. Comput-
ers have gone frorna multimillion dollar investment primarPy.for large
organizations to a relatively inexpensive item well within the:financial
`reaeh of individual faculty members. Rcibotics and laser technology
have iMportant implications for complex organizations. In addition to
its amazing medical applications, the laser is being used in such-appli-
cations as high-speed printers that quietly produce twelve pages of text
per minute. Robotics are being introduced in induftrial and office set-
tings. In the not too distant future, we can expect to see robots deliver
ing the campus mail and vacuuming the carpets. These futuristic tech-
nologies are still quite expensive, but we can assume that they will fol-
low the developmental path of other technologies.

The software of high technology has a dramatic impact on the
capabilities of these new technologies.. Just as a..new video cart'r'idge
changes the game on a video screen, new software packages change a
persOnal computer into a word processor, a calculator, an electronic
spread sheet, or a terminal that can access a computer network. For a
knowledgeable or adventurous ,faculty member, the possibilities are
endless.

. It is important for community college leaders to orecognize the
full 'impact of this technological revolution. Although the specific
nature of technological change is an issue of concern, it is riot the issue
of consequence'.. The fact that. change will occur, that it will be less

'expensive than other alternatives,-and that:community:colleges must
be prepared to use the emerging technology is the paramount issue.

76
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The technolgical revolution will soon require instructional programs to
incorporate technological advances in order to make'students competi-
tive in the job market. Technological advances will become pervasive
in the operation of. administrative offices and classrooms: Faculty and
staff must be prepared, to use these technologies. Strategies must be
developed, and dollars must be made available to make this change
possible.

Technology, in particular communications technology, will
have an organizational side' effect beyond its; direct application to
administrative operations. InstantaneouS communication capabilities
through teleconferencing and electronic mail will encourage faculty
and staff to expect up-to-date information on organizational issues and
a broader voice in organizational policy making. Technological ad-:
vanceS..Will be _used to enhance organizational effectiveness. By main-
tainitiga defensive posture and holding the line on the introduction of
new technologies, community colleges could allow uninformed staff to
dictate organizational direction potentially- with catastrophic conse
quences. The more productive strategy is to take the offensive by devel-
oping flexibility that enables the organization to respond quickly to
changing technologies.:

Organizational Assumptions

('he cost of the new technological resources will have some im-
pact on college budgets. However, the costs are miniscule in compari-
son to the expenditures for human resources. Over 80 percent of the
typical community college budget is allocated for human resources,
and over 50 percent of the total college budget is allocated for faculty.
The average lifetime cost of a tenured faculty member exceeds $1
million. Yet, over the years community colleges have routinely hired
faculty and granted tenure.

By way olcontrast, consider the procedures used to evaluate the
acquisition and use of technology. On most community 'college cam-
puses, the acquisition of a million-dollar computer is preceded by
months of study and hairsplitting scrutiny. Organizational requillements
are examined. The equipment is carefully reviewed to make sure that it
will be cost-effe.Ctive and low maintenance and that it will continue to
meet institutional needs a decade or more into the Comte. A service
contract is executed tt.; lake sure that the equipment remains .up-to-
date and operational. College administrators have be.:,;0. Much less
thoUghtful with million-dollar investments in faculty and staff. Human'
investment alsb needs to be cost-effective and low-maintenance and to

..)
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meet institutional needs a decade Or more into the future. The equiv-
alelit of a service t )ntract will aced to be provided to ensure that these
itivestnients remain up-to-date and operational, that they are made
with an eye toward- technological. developments, and that they are
made. within the context of a management philosophy that considers
the institution's human resources to be its major resource.

Development of human resources in the context of changing
technology will require careftd thought and considerable imagination if
community colleges are to respond effectively to changes in postsecond-

ary education. lu particular, three major areas require attention the

institutional environment, funding sources, and human resource
.development. Ihese are familiar concerns. However, leaders will need

-to view them very differently the future.
Institutional Environment. For most community colleges, new

technology in the form orcommunications systems and expanded ac-
cess to data bases will increase the pressure on central administration to .

.

share information. If the new communications-technologies- wereused---
eilectively, they could reverse adyerse effects of earlier growth periods
'such as the bureaucratization of the decision-making process, the

detachment of faculty and adMinistrators, and central control over
informationand Make full participation in management. possible. for

faculty and staff, This developtrient.will4trce leaders to face some diffi-
cult choices. For example, leaders can choose defensively to control the

amount of information that they share with different constituents in the
college, Or in our opinion the more viable positionthey can take
the initiative in using the new communications technologies to bring
.faculty and staff into the central information network. The second road
is perilous:bur it will allow leaders to take, the offensive.

Employee groups will need to become sophisticated in their
understanding of the budgetary, programmatic, and political environ-
ments in which the college operates if they are permitted to have full ac-
cess to the central information network. Whatever the current struc-
ture of !brutal and informal relationships between faculty and admin-
istrators; new relationships will need to be forged that emphasize frank
and open discussion about the implications of information for long- and
short-term college development. Faculty and staff must also be brought
into the development and implementation of policies and programs
that affect: not only compensation but careers, professional growth
opportunities, and, institutional direction. Employee-driven program
developthent.and implementation have time and again proved to be the
most effective Means of moving an organization forwardrapidly and on
'course. However, this process can only succeed in an institutional envi-
ronment marked by trust and the open sharing of information.
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funding Suyrc es. Over the past decade., the Willingness of
governmental agencies at the federal, state, and local levels to find
community college enterprises has declined, al' 1 private sources of
funds kiwi. been increasingly strained. Recluctiun of budgets for sup-
plies and maintenance, many colleges have found, will not balance the
budget when dollars are declining dramatically. What this means 'for
community colleges is that educational leaders in the years ahead will-
need to become masters at using effectively the 80 percent of their bud =,
gets allocated to human resources. When this expenditure category is
combined with effective use of technology, it points to new sources of
funds that can increase institutional flexibility and enable .the .institu
tions to respond effectively to a rapidly changing environment.

Human resource programs ,need tridernonstrate fleXibility. A
quick mental review of faculty and staff who haVe been at our colleges
for a decade, or more will bring to rnind a number of burnouts. Early_
and phased retirement programs are one option that can promote flex-
ibility..Manyinstitutions-have found that programs of this type when-.

o designed and implemented by employees-- can reap 'substantial...
benefits for both the employees and the institution. For employees, it
provides a career option that can be used for actual retirement or as
springboard to another career. For the institution, it provides substan-
tial dollar savings and a pool of available cash that can be:- used to
redirect curricular emphasis:

A second.- career option to promote flexibility is the leave of
absence. Without such a safety valve, many burned out and frustrated
faculty and staff members are forced by economics to remain in their
positions until they retir.. By allowingemployees to take one, two, or
even three years of leave, the institution shares substantial benefits with
the individual. The individual haS time to rest and recuperate, to try
out alternative careers, or to retool for new disciplines or job oppor-
tunities within the institution., The institution benefits through increased
finanCial and programmatic flexibility. and improved ability to make
rapid shifts in response to changing lechnologies.

A third option, which is more cost-containment measure than
a Means of frecing'internal funds, is to develop a flexible benefits plan.
If such a program is developOd and monitored by employees, the cost of
employee benefits can .decrease. The flexible or cafeteria benefits pro-
gram places the responsibility for selection of a variety of options on
employeesboth in the design of the benefits options and in:the Moni-
toring of costs. Before.* advent of computerized personnel and pay-
roll programs, it was no practical to give:employees a wide selection of
benefit options. However, computerizgtion. of records makesthe
administration of suchrograms increasingly possible. As a means of
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\ holding the line on costs, flexible benefits will become an increasingly
important aspect of the human capital funding. for community colleges,

Human. Resource Development. In developing the human
\resources needed to respond to technological changes, leaders will need
to ekTimine in concert with faculty-and-staffthe-markets-to which
response is needed and tike skills required of faculty and staff. A chang-
ig work force will require training oriented toward the rapid acquisi-
tion of new technological skills. There is a popular but false assumption
that 'advanced technology requires advanced skills in ordei; to be-used.
EXperience has shown that the opposite is true. Community:colleges'
are\ likely to find that they will constantly be retraining the same work
force to use a different technology.

Currency in technology as well.as theeducational delivery pro-
cess N ill become the paramount qualification for new faculty. Often, it
will d can up-to-the-minute, hands-on experience in the field. 7.4any
instructors-ay -come from- the-ranks of business and inddstry on a split
commie .. This need for currency may also mean that an instructor's
tenure ith the institution will last only as long as the need ,for retrain-
ing exis6. Administrators will need to establish.elear' expectations for
faculty a d staff to remain current in their fields. This will mean that
faculty an staff will need to be on the crest of the wave of advancing
teehnolo6 as both their disciplines arid the delivery system change. It
will also m .an that administratms will need to provide employees with
assistance t ) acquire whatever'training they may need in order to re-.
main abreast of the market.

Implications for Leadership

The rapid advance in technology in the years ahead, coupled
with its dramatic impact on human resources; will require community
college leaders to act in very different ways. Although .it is difficult to
predict the futuce shape of technology accurately, it is obvious that ad7
yances ,will occur. The institutions that will effectively meet the chat=
lenges ahead wilk be. those that establish open systems foncornmunica-
tiork, that maintiin flexibility in internal funding sources, and that
create effective prpcesseS for human resource develOpment.

The next generation of leaders will need to maintain constant
vigilance over emerging trends in technology and .fAie application of

. these trends to administration and instruction. Assessment systems will'
need to be develope\cl both' to identify new directions in technology and .
to gauge their impact on facility and staff. The need to establish link-
ages with private- sector organizations heavily engaged in the appli-
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Cation of technology Will become critically important as a way of obtain-
ing advanced information about technological change and its implica-
tions for instruction. C:onmiunity college presidents and chancellors will
need to work effectively with a wide variety of constituencies business
and industry officials, faculty, research scientists, public officials,
secondary school teachers and counselors, university officials, and so
fOrth to ensure that decisions about technology are accurate, that
they ean readily* implemented by faculty and staff, and that they will
yield cost-benefits for students. They will also need to realize that anger
and frustration are going to be a problem for the 1980s as 'postsecond-
ary education becomes more technological and computerized and as,
large numbers of faculty' staff, and potential students using dafd
methods to address complex problems are left behind.

Tomorrow's leaders will need to take risks in the types of deci-
sions that they make, in their allocation. and reallocation of resources to
these ,decisions, and in the strategies that they use to motivate and
develop staff to achieve important decision" outcomes. In a period of
changing technology, to adhere to the status quo is to guarantee fail-
ure. To attempt meaningful change through high-risk decisions is to
guarantee success, even if the decision outcomes are marginal. The
1980s will belong to community college leaders who reject the status
quo and take risks to ensure institu.ional development and progress in
a bold new era.

Ronald W. Bush and W Clark Ames are associated with
the Maricopa County Community College District in
Phoenix, Arizona.
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Developing Community College
Leaders for Tomorrow.
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Changing entrenched patterns of interaction among presidents
and trustees has great risks and great rewards. Acceptance
of personal responsibility for changini, outdated patterns
of management, is the president's task, while the task of the

_trustee is acceptance of personal responsibility for selecting
a pre,fident who has the leadership capabilities to accomplish
this goal.

0

Defining and. Locating
E ective Leaders

'Margaret MacTavish

As community colleges have aged, the relationships an-long presidents,
trustees, and faculty have come Co follow unchanging patterns.

- Unyielding administrators require conformance with established --pol,_
ides and procedures, trustees take comfort in routine paper-shuffling

,board meetings, and entrenched faculty cling to conventional courses.
Trustees who tolerate this'condition, who do .not demand leadership
from presidents, sentence community colleges .to an endless circle
game. The absence of leadership guarantees organizational decay.

Changing ,".ntrenched pa:ten-is of interaction among presidents
and trustees has great risks-and great rewards. Acceptance of personal
responsibility for changing outdated patterns of management through
leaderShip is the president's task, while the task of the trustee is accept-
ance of personal 'reiponsibility for selecting a president who has the,
leadership qualities: to accomplish., this goal. This chapter outlines .a
contribution theory.ofleadership.that specifies desirable characteristics
fin tomorrow's community :.college _leaders'. It describes:changingenvi-
rormiental conditions that support this' theory, and it.concludes.With a
descripjion of the preSidential'se.arch process and 9.eeded changes-if-col-.

,are to rcLruit administrators.Who can proViae. positive leadership
the.decade ahead

R I Allir11. l': A Hiner, .k N Aare, (Eds.), Emerging Rotel fm Commuenity Col kgr Leader:.
Nr% OrroctitmLf or enilitminitY. Collects, no Ran Francisca: Josacy.Rass,jurie 1 .-3,
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Changin-g Environmental Conditions

Changing environmental conditions and the development of
community colleges into mature institutions have changed the role of
trustees. To some extent, changing conditions have also changed the
benefits that individuals can expect to receive from service as a trustee.
11 trustees are to perform a meaningfid role in the institution that is, if
they are to contribute.to the development of the college in a period of
changelocating and hiring presidents with desirable leader attributes
will be important.

In the 1960s and early 1970s, trustees served as a resource for

community college:development. Whether elected of. appointed, -they
knncked on doors to get petitions signed. They helpet.: deSign pro-
grams;and they made plans on kitchen tables. They'stoi aped through
the halls of legislatures seeking supportThey pounded or, the doors of
the news media telling the community college story. Finally, when the
fruits of their labors were ripe, they selected a president to carry out the
college mission. The first generation of community colleg4,-. presidents
enjoyed a very special relationship with their boards and with the staff
whom they .subsequently employed. Trustees were contributing
success of the/en-deavor, and they knew it. Along with the president,
they were writing the history of community colleges as they established,
new policies, approved new programs, and helped to pass bond issues
that provided funds for construction.

.
As opportu,itie: and new challenges were thrust on the institu

tion (hiring the 19/0s, the demand for college programs and services
grew every year. Faculty and administrators became impervious to
failure. The organizational structure- took shape, and legislative fund-
ing was not the pervasive\ issue that it is today. Presidents were
creating; adding, building, and originating. They seldom found it
necessary to eliminate, cut, substitute, reduce, or curtail. In

'short, they were not confrOnted ::e need for change, and their
tendency to use trustees as a resource -..iiminiened-accordingly.

Today, .presidents are faced with the need-for' drastic change
directlyi related to the following conditions:. changing demographics,

. the crisis in funding, increasing numbers of adult learners, competition
from private education agencies and companies, changing national,.
state, and local economic conditions, technological chaJlenges, the
deterioration of college physical plant and equipment, aging staff, staff
burnout, legislation and court decisions on comparable worth, the mid-
life crisis of the community college movement, and pressure, to reduce
the scope of the institutional mission.
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Community colleges have become unresponsive to these condi-
tions because th9 do not use the full battery oftheir human resources
(-acuity. staff, administrators, and trustees io address specific prob-
lems. Presidents are faced with the problems of dismantling and
rebuilding troublesome internal !, 'terns within their colleges while at
the same time addressing the conditions just listed. They aiso must deal
with multiplying constituencies. which now include not only trustees,
faculty, students, local elementary and secondary schools, and four-
year institutions to which community college students transfer but also
stare and national legislative bodies, local business and industrial con-
cerns, and special-interest groups within the service district, who all
want snore services and more programs from: the college.

To administer our colleges in the future, leaders will have, to
subscribe to the tenets of contribution them-y. Only leaders who use the
Inn array of available resources through open communications and
matching of personal values with institutional culture will be able to
address complex problems within the framework,posed by multiple
constituencies. The array of available resources includes trustees.
Trustees can contribute toiinstitutional developinent by maintaining
liaison with legislators and business contacts that can improve instituj
tional resources, by applying their personal knowledge of the service
region environment to the planning process, and by participating in
community events that can improve institutional visibility. Trustees
need to he involved. Like- faculty and staff, they area resource for 'in-
stitutional development a resource that can be constructively used by
presidents who . possess lead,-rship qualities that permit such use
without causing anxiety or iqsecurity. The problem for trustees is how
to find leaders who espouse the qualities of contribution theory.

Leadership as Contribution

Contribution theory postulates that leadership is a positive-force
needed to obtain maximum output from staff- and trugleesin_s_liscre-
.tionary activities essential fo, Ingil levels of organizational perfor-
manee. The basic tenet of the ..Jry is that faculty, staff, and trustees
have a strong desire to make perSdnal commitment that contributes
value to the institution and to have that valUe recognized by peers,
superiors, and subordinates. For presidents who desire to create an
environment that maximizes individual contributions, contribution
theory has ,five corollaries: First, know the aorical, social, and eco-
nomic undercurrents of the college, and acceo,personal responsibility
for creating an envii'onment in which :Faculty and staff possess the sante
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knowledge. Second, use the organization structure to facilitate, not to
hinder, progress toward goals. Third, communicate openly, and use
Moth the *fin-mai and the informal communication networks. Fourth,
iGentilv ego traps, and avo;d them. Fifth, know the culture and values
of the college, and influe.: them positively.

Personal Responsibilityfor Institutional Mission. Thr 1resident
who is a leader spends the time necessary to define the mission and to
disseminate information about the mission throughout the institution.
In this regard, many preSidents begin with development of short- and
long-range plans for the organization; but two pro! is occur that
sidetrack the pros:ess. First, they make these plans 'in a vacuum, involv-
ing very few staff. The result is an air of mystery. The majority of staff
feel personally distanced from the plans, because they have not been
involved in the process of making them and because they have not been
told what is expected from them. Second, this kind of planning plaCes
the emphasis on the product =a yolume-, a brochure, a manual that
can be shown to staff, board, and community to prove that the college
does indeed know where it is going. The result of this dissociation from
the mission is the absence Of personal commitment and personal
,responsibility for the institution. Multiply this dissociation by the
number of staff, and it becomes obvious why institutional performance
gan stiffer in the absence of leadership.

Facilitation of Progress Toward Goals. In a community college,
the great majority of employees work in a framework in which multiple
staff roles and multiple functions require cooperation among different
units., Progress toward goals can 13,c hindered when.staff do not under-
stand the nature of' linkages between multiple units responsible for .a
single function. It is the responsibility of the president to make clear the
mutually dependent relationships among staff in the organization.
Leaders must cv,)ose the interconnectedness of staff roles if they are to
take advantage of the collective talent and collective wisdom of the
organization's members.

Open-Communication_Using-Format and-Informal Networks:1n-
every communication transaction that takes place in a community col-
lege, thculty and staff are determining how the communication affects .

them personally. 13ased on their.perception of the meaning of the com-
munication, they either accept or reject the message. They ask, "Hiii.V
will this affect me? Will I. have to change my behavior as a result? Does;
it mean less work or more.work for me? How does it affect my potential

. contribution to the college?" It is generally expected that presidents
have acquired communication skills through formal education and
experience. But have they?
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Consider't he s,,!quenco of events that occurs when a college pres-
ident contemplates any change. that affects staff. The president needs to
disseminate information about the effects of the change throughout the
Organization. Even as this di!semillation effort gets under way through
1Ormal channels, the informal network is already at work, and the
nature and scope of the planned cYninge are knownCrthin a short time.
Presidents often do not take advantage of the quick iw of information
through the informal network. They formalize the communication pro-
cess, which results in attempts t keep the information confidential. As
a result, a great deal of anxiety surrounds the flow of the information
through the informal network, and the behavior of those who expect to
be affected by the change becomes defensive.

Presidents who recognize that confidentiality is difficult to sus-
tain over a long period of time, who acknowledge the usefulness of
open cfmununitition, and who are prepared to use the informal net-
Work to disseminate information can do much to create a healthy envi-
roniney for manage.metu. The president who communicates openly
reaps the benefits of integrating the informal organization network into
the forinil organizationstructure, In a contributor environment, there
are feW. valid reasons why access to information should 'not be free and
open.

Identification and Avoidance of Ego Traps. One corollary of
contribution theoryidentify and avoid .ego. traps will sound quite
familiar to presidents who have been exposed to collective bargaining.
In a collective bargaining environment, it often happens that .a collec-
tive union ego and a collective management ego develop. A collective
ego lives a larger-than-life existence. It exudes illusory power, and it
operates as a protector of the individuals who give it life. All the
reasons why unions can be good and productM: forces in the college
arc valid until there is a rift between the collective management ego
and the collective union ego. At that time, the organization in general
and the president in particular encounter problems, especially if the
president does not identify or recognize that.he'or she is dealing with a
collective ego, not with individuals. The president who understands the
nature of the collective ego:ancl who can avoid ego traps is rare but
desperately needed.

Consciousness of Institutional Culture and Positive Influence
over Prevailing Values. The culture of a community college is defined
by values reflected in the allocation of dollars in its operating budget
and in the behavior of individuals.For example, if a president asserts
that the. college will be on the cutting edge of data-processing tech-
nology for administrative and instructional purposes, we expect to find
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this attitude prevailing throughout the institution. The state of the art
in data-processing technology is completely revolutionized about every
three years. Thus, if the college makes significant expenditures of funds
but does not have state-of-the-art equipment, if operational activities
have remained at the talking stage fir three years or more, and if such
c,annients as If we had this computerized or If this were on the computer, we

could are heard, the president cannot support the assertion. The
discrepancy between the president's words and college actions is a
problem that needs to be addressed and resolved if the college is to
move toward a contributor environment.

Searching for a Leader

The contribution th...ory -issues many personal challenges to
presidents and' trustees. Trustees who are interested in institutional
advancentent are faced with th:2.chalienge of locating and selecting a
president v..ho bases leadership on his or her ability to implement the
tenets of contribution theory.

Over the years, the pr,- «lential selection process has become a
zero-sum game: The ad is p ,ced, the applications and nominations
come pouring in, the sort begins, and, in the final analys'is, trustees
select a president who fits stereotyped notions of what the Lommunity
college president should be. They may parcel out various aspects of_thr

process to headhunters or agencies. They may involve members of col--
lege staff, the community, students, alumni, politicians, or any num-
ber of other people.,They may feel safety in numbers. The process may
be technically impeccable, for it spreads responsibility around but it
does not often result in the hiring of a leader. No matter how)many
people iireinvolved in the process, it is the trustees who are personally
responsible for the deci'gion. It is the trustees who either. hire a leader
for the .college or who sentence the college to an interminable cycle of
reactive or ineffective management.

Using the contribution theory, it is possible to define character-
istics that the selection process should look for. The current practice is
to establish easily measurable characteristics and to stop there. These
measurable characteristics include: degrees, experience, personal and
professional references, and achievements, I. mors, and awards. These
factors can and should be used in the sorting process, which narrows
the field of candidates; but iney:shoOd not.be used to serect a leader.
For example, the higher the degme and the more specifi- the major
field, the easier the sorting prot..essi.,,,,---sts. Further, a certain number
of years at various adniinistratiwl icLro in a community college may
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virtually guarantee that candidates %%ill have comprehensive.knowledge
of institutional management. However, it does not mean that candi-
dates will be able tp lead. Personal and professional references. prove
that some of those with whom an indiVidual has been in contact express
Positive feelings about him or her, but that is all that they mean. Achieve-
nients honors, and awards provide- evidence that the individual has
taken part in competitive activities, but they do not indicate that the
individual possesses leadership qualities.

The desirable qualities in a leader are nonquantifiable and hard
to find. These. qualities include, without being limiteato, the following:
ego strength-and inner confidence to he an equal ccatributor in achiev-
ing the college mission by accepting the assigned role of leader and
facilitator; ability to create and disseminate avision, to cast forth the
seeds of ideas,.and:to cultivate their growth in others; ability to func-
tion as a change agent; ability to create consensus; and knowledge of
how groups function and undertanding of the communication process.

The search for leaders with these characteristics begins with a
letter, to every college employee, full- and part-time, explaining the
basic premise of the contribution theory. This letter should explain-why'
their contribution is needed, wanted, and valued. It is likely that such
an expression of caring about employees' personal responses guarantees
a large number of responses, which should not be confidential but signed.
The letter should ask six question;

Without referring to a written statement and without discuss-
ing with your coworkers, your supervisor, or anyone else,

you write down what you believe is the mission and
reason for being of this college?
What, if anything, keeps you from :Making as great a contri-
bution to the college as you want to make? .

What specific situations or wayS of operating interfere with
your doing your ul)?
Do you have talents, skills, or that you are not using
now in your job but that you k !I like to be able to contrir
Bute to the college, -even if this would be in another unit of the
college?
Can you tell us the kind of initiatives you would like to see
the new president take thit woo' t .nakk your job more inter -

. esting?.
Is there anything you would say aboUt our upcoming
search for the pre.'sident?

All trustees should sign the letter. The text. should thank
employees for resp-,nding and Make it clear that each response will be

R Q
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read and considered. The hard work begins when the trustees meet to
study the responses. A person skilled in research techniques should.be
hired to summarize the results.- Applicants who survive the first
cut that is, applicants who possess quantifiable characteristics of
degrees, experience, references, and achievementsshould be invited
to answer a single question: How would you approach the job as pres-
ident of this institution? The question should be accompanied by the
suniniaq,.. employee responses. Applicants' responses should be
limited to six pages.

At this point, trustees should look for inner confidence, under-
standing of the role of leader and facilitator, ability to create a vision
horn the collective wisdom of staff, ability and interest in functioning as
a change agent, ability and interest in gaining consensus, and under-,
standing of individual and group dynamics. These characteristics are
hard tit measure. Nevertheless, consideration of them will narrow the
field of candidates to a manageable number, who can be invited to
campus for personal interviews. If the ansv.-xs leave the number of
qualified applicants still quite large, then a second question elaborating
one or more items can be- -used.

The final steps in the selection process then become the personl
interviews and on- campus visitations at the candidates' home institu-
tions. At this point, it is appropriate to have the candidates exposed to
as many elements bf the college community as possible. The travel and
lodging expenses for candidates are minimal, compared with the direct
and hidden costs of an inappropriate choice. Candidates should be asked
specific questions in the it:terviews. They also should be requested to
cite specific examples of decisions that they have made, issues that they
have resolved, and changes in organizational structure and manage-
ment practices that they have initiated to improve the responsiveness of
their institution to changing conditions. Candidates' answers should be
evaluated in light of the tenets of ontribution theory and employees'
needs to determine whether the candidates possess suitable leadership
characteristics.

The on-carnpu:,, visitation at the current institution of employ-
ment for finalists is critical. The visiting team of trustees should
develop their own visit agenda and allow two to four days to complete
the agenda. They should talk with a broad range of campus and com-
munity constituencies as well as with elected officials, and- they should
talk with these informants about specifics. They should ask for ex-

\ amples, anecdotes, and illustrative incidents in which specific elements
\ of contribution theory can be related to the candidate's leadership phi]-
. "ctsophy. They should plan to talk with different constituencies in
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different situations both on and Ad campus. Most important, they
should select the types of persons with whom they talk. The candidates
should not determine who is interviewed. If a candidate is a proven
leader, this fact Will be illustrated repeatedly by different individuals,
io different: settings, with different examples..

Every effort should be made during the campus visitation to iso-
late, document, and verify leadership characteristics desirable for effec-
tive performanct in the presidency. Single-source testimony about
leadership skills should not be accepted until it is cross-checked for
acc.uracy against the observations of others. Only through exhaustive
checking and cross-checking of-information will trustees be able to
determine that a given finalist possesses the characteristics desired in
the president. Presidents who espouse leadership as contribution will
be hard to ;-ind.. However, a carefully developed and executed search
process should result in the selection of a leader.

Margarei Mac7hvish is a trustee at Oakland Community
College in Michigan and dirthor of human resource
management al Maco:nb Community College, also in Michigan:



A focus on women may provide some answers and insights
into barriers that emerging form in leadership must surmount
in a male-dominated enterprise.

Tapping Neglected
Leadership Sources

Judith S. Eaton

Conununity college education is being reshaped by .the forces of limited
financing, economic change, shifts in life-style and life expectations,
and the demographics of our population. At the same time, a call is
emerging for new leaders with new ideas to adapt our institutions to
changing external forces. Where are these new leaders to come from?
What is the present status of untapped resources women and minori-
ties in leadersh;r: positions in comr:.nunity colleges? What are their

. prospects for the 'inure? What,actions might be taken to encourage
tradition of leadership among,women and minorities in community
colleges? A focus on women inay provide some answers and insights
into barriers that emerging forces in leadership must sur :ndunt in a
male-dominated enterprise.

Women as Leaders

Women community college presidents 'and chancellOrs. could
barely -fill a classroom. There are fifty female chief executive officer's
(CEOs) in public two-year colleges. There were eleven in 1975 (Ameri-
can Council on Education, 1982). While many hold the CEO designa-
tion, more than two thirds of these women report to another CEO (for

14 I., Allied. P. A 1;11114. k. J. Ise( :my. N. Armes (rals.)! brkging Roh). CommunityCoko barks,
Ness /411,11MIS 1.,01" 'Airmen lll i i y Clleges. no. :46. San Frantisisnion,ry-Bass.,191ne 1904.
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example, chancellor) rather than to a governing board. Twenty-four
women head institutions with 3,000 students or fewer (American
Council on Education, 1982). in 1962-83, the American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges boar] had five women among its
thirty-three members, and the Association of Community College
Trustees board had ten women among its twenty-five directors. Rela-
tively few community college women participate in the Project on the
Status and Education of Women, the American Council of Education,
or the American A sst.,.iation of Higher Education. Approximately 92,500
W0111 'II are instructors or professors in community colleges, as com-
pared with 142,000 men (AACJC, 1983). None of the emerging presi-
dential and executive search consultant services is owned by, women.
There are two male administratorWor every female administrator in
the nation's community colleges.

Given this background, why should the leadership base com-
munity colleges be expanded to include more women and minorities?
The majority of students in community colleges are women. Commu-
nity colleges serve more blacks and Hispanics than any other area of
higher education. They have been .urged to assume responsibility for
improving the quality of education. This can take the form of encour-
aging long-term educational paths for women and minc-ties as well as
of providing services to traditionally undereducated groups. Finally,
enriching community college leadership by increasing the diversity of
participation could increase the variety.of perceptions and insights in
the decision-making process and influence community colleges to
improve their services to specific constituencies. Enlarging the leader-
ship role of women and minorities increases the similarity between key
decision makers and those affected by management.decisions:

As woun begin to move into positions of leadership, their pat-
terns of hThavior change. ,Behavioral patterns in the 1970s and 1980s
can be characterized as follows:

1970s

"Safe" pyramid: Women
clustered at the bottom
Primarily an object of power

."Superwoman' with multiple,
often conflicting,' roles
No rules

Old queen bee:
aloof, arrogant
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1900s

"Imperiled" pyramid: Women
near the top
Becoming a user of power
Divorce and other forms of
being alone
Emerging rules for dress,
demeanor, sexuality .

New queen bee: helpful
yet successful



Sexual target
-Not taken .ser;jusly

Identified with women's
liberation
rly,phasis on egalitarianism
and sharing

Living longer

Nurturing of. friendship and
familiar values
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Sexual competitor
Important competitor for big
jobs, an alternative to -loning
Situational minorities

Emphasis on generation and
other gaps and on
networking
Workaholic: high anxiety,
high blood pressure
Movement away from friends
and closeness, nurturing of
job values

Women continue to experience isolation,. stress, and lack of
power. They hold doubts about their legitimacy as Managers and lead-
ers. They need a model, a working profile of the woman independent of
male models of management style. Donna Shavlik, director of the Office
of Women in Higher Education for the AmeriCan Council on Educa-
tion (1983) and .Bernice Sandler, executive director of the Project on
the Status and Education of Women for the Association of American
Colleges (1983) both acknoWledge the leadership gains made by women
in the last ten years, but they hasten to point -out that women still face
serious obstacles and problems. Shavlik sees significant growth at mid-
level managena-, it but indicates that it is difficult to move into coveted
CEO positions. Surprisingly, she states that. men are more helpful to
women in the community college movement than women are to women.
Perhaps this is because men are more influential within.the_movement
and thus more capable of helping women. Shavlik points out that' there
is still a need to encourage an image of women leaders with whom to
identify. Systems are needed for working with women who are already
in administration, and connections are nee'l,d between women in busi-
ness and women in education. Women are not losing ground in these
efforts, but :they are temporarily stalled.

Sandler states that men are still not comfortable with women in
leadership positions. Women are outside the prestige system. in higher
education, and they have been "backed off" at least temporarily.
Although'change is occur] ing among mid-management perSonnel (and
this includO;Women), the pressure to move women along is.ditnin.ish,
ing. IntereStiriglY, Sandler sees men and women as viewing discrirnina:
tion differently: Men see discrimination as overt, Xvhile women see it as
silent, hidden, and insidious.
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Preparing for Leadership

As connnunity.collegcs advaric toward the 1990s, women will
nesh their un;qu history and struggle with the success and struggle of

the community college 1110Ventllt. Women who tri.e'succsful leader-
ship styles for tomorrow will I aware Of changing expectations for
management and leadership. The organizational' ethos of the 1950s
and 19tit.)s is increasingly viewed as inadequate and inappropriate for
the 1980s. The shape of management is chain;ing.

From

Acceptance Of hierarchy:
Position determines authority

Benevolent despot
Assumption of continuing

prosperity
Emphasis On work ethic
Chaisma as a vehicle for control
Future perceived as secure:

I'rnds continue, aml
planning is long-range

Ncrox niachines, calculators,
and Selectric Its the
workplace supported by
mechanical technology

Nlantilm luring economy,
manual %vorker-4, and the
superiority of professionals!

To

Conflict about Allthori:y:
Constituency itience

leaders
Cooperative, sharing leader
Acknowledgement of financial

uncertainty
Colvern about leisure
Theory Z, systems management
Future perceived as uncertain:

Unique events predominate
and planning is strategic

Word processors' and data base
management systemsthe
workplace supported by
electronic technology'

Information and service
_ economy, sunrise industries,
\ and the new worker

Women who advance, to CEO positicins are likely to be indi
viduals who can balance aprropriate institutional needs with respect
f(>- individual professional performance. Those who strike a fresh bar-,
gain between what a colIcge! wants and needs and what faculty and
administration want and nc.. a art' likely t:c make headway. These
ckvelopitients; in addition to much - discussed changes in the cominn-

pity econoinicandsocial.struiqure, will delermine which manage neat

strengths have the greatest vidue in the. 1980s. Women who'.hecome
effective leaders will coubiia inanagethent and leadership traits in a
variety of -ways.



Effective and
efficiemt use of

Tolerance

At, motivax

Strength of character

Genuine leadership

Participation in
prbfessionat circles

Ability to relax and ,...-Rigidity and
enjoy events narrowinindedness

Avoid

Tyranny of urgency

Quick aggravation

Concentration on
seif-fulfillment

Indulgence in
personal needs

Survivalism: living
in the past,
tinkering with the
present, having
no bold approach
to the future

Professional isolation

Adjustment tc s'
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Master

Ambiguity

Effective dealings
with people

Focus on staff
development

Confidence in
leadership
instincts

.71isk taking

Pret,erving the,,inner
you in a context
of constant
exposure

Good judgment

Overreaction to Development of
chilnging alternatives,
concrtions

Empowering F.mcrging Leadeis

Women who are presidents and trustees today are the potential
national leaders of the community collev movement tomorrow. Today's
women in mid-management are'tornorrr-w's presidents and chancellors.
A great de;i1 depencIS on how much emerging leaders want and on how
high they place their expectations: .Worne.n faculty and administrators
tend to tout minor successes as Major victories. This can lead them itShe
satisfied with relative powerlessness. Women leaders need to become the
norm rather than the exCOtion in their own eyes as well as.. in-the eyes
of men: I.

Professionals within the community college movement can pursue"
a'variety Ofactivities that, will help to empower women as leaders. AclinirtH.-,-
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istrators can develop goals around self-advancement and the advance-
ment of women. They can hire qualified women for important jobs.
They can institute cross training, internal sabbaticals, and other pro-
grams to advance qualified women to important jobs. They can share
and encourage positive attitudes about women professionals with other
men. They can become mentors and support mentors, and they can
enhance networking. Faculty can stop doing too much work for too
little recognition. Th-ey can become department chairs, they can sup-
port vomcn for trustee positions, and they can support and encourage
women in program development, service initiatives, and instructional
changes. Finally trustees can develop tactics that will empower women
on boards in the community and in the state. They can hire a qualified
woman for an important job, they can think about the impact of board
behavior on women faculty and staff, they can work on negative atti-
tudes in men and women board members, and they can become
mentors.

Ethpowering women as leaders depends fundamentally on the
:establishnint of familiarity with and about women. Lack of familiarity
constitutes a major obstacle for success. This-obstacle manifests itself
both in male discomfort in working with women in unexpected roles
and in women's difficulty in working with other women. The result is
strain, awkwardness, and a breakdown in the convivial work bond so
important to individuals in the workplace. Men and women need to
learn new ways of sharing ideas and feelings; they need to develop new
epee.

Empowering women also depends on the ability and willingness
of women to incorporate strong leadership and management skills.
While discussions of leadership sometimes contrast this complex of
activity- with management activity, community colleges need both
kinds of skills. ConSidering individuals to be important, investing
values in the jol;, b.e,-ing meaningful goals, maintaining a visionall
are frequent] }' ilt:tt:ied as parts of leadership. Efficient and effective
use of resources, results, orderliness, and planning are expected quali-
ties of: thanagement. Both complexes of activity are needed for leader-
ship in community colleges.

If women can accept the challenge to integrate management
and leadership skills, they will rise to positions of genuine leadership in
the community college movement. Agendas will vary among institu-
tions. In general; however, women will need to bt prepared to deal
with such issues as these: Course taking by working adults will take on
new urgency in our changing economy, as mid-life unemployed workers
in sunset industries seek retraining. Computers, television, and tele-

9 ri
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ph1)111: lilies 611 rnrir kr institutional -capacity, wf-ac'll will be-come othei
that; campus-based and classroom-bound. As pubic support diminishes
and as need fttr educational services increases, private support through
institutional tbundations will become more important. Vocational edu-
cation may come to exceed two years. Academic skills will become
increasingly -important as vocational tools. Open admission kill he
joined by limited-entry programs. Education prescriptions for part-
time students will be established, and admission Will be limited to those
\Omni community colleges can effectively serve. Finally, community
colleges will join forces with school districts and universities to address
issues of excellence in education.

The empowering of Nvomen means that they will need to have
experience with the issues just outlined. They can attain this expe-
rience through work relationships with strong mentors, both male and
female. Obstacles posed by unfamiliar work relationships, lack of famil-
iarity with executive style, and academic traditions that preclude rapid
progression in careers will need Jo be overcome. Although women may
have to work hard in order to overcome obstacles, the present need for
visionary leadership in community colleges gives them an opportunity
to make major gains in acceptance, influence, and power.
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Important and useful knowledge be acquired through
academic training and therefore th,:--nr;h graduate programs.
This chaptcr suggests ten areas far qy that are vital for
leadership development in remode!e$,. T?_r.r.Igronts of graduate

education.

Developing Lfact a Through
Graduate Education

Thomas W Fryer, Jr.

It is appropriate to begin z the academi.:
of persons to serve in posititirisc,r...,...,..c.-.4.unity college lea.;1y:-,41.,;,,.. 4Y-.7 t-

ting the matter in perspective. ::...:377.:Tt.Wtstariding
had little if any formal preparation, t. some ineffective admistisi.9,-,--,,tox.s
have had outstanding academic prek.:ratf.,;..'1, Acaden-p:.! can
develop potential and improve the perk7inalice and
persons who have it, but it cannot create ,potential.

Administration is a practical art. Even so, its practice is alwa;:,
based on value assumptions and theoretical principles. S.. practi-
tioners are not consciously aware that this is the case. In thi:; chapter,
the tet-m administration is used to mean the handling of routin matters
concerned with organization maintenance...It also involves critical
matters that contribute to or detract from the long-term viability and
overall effectiveness of the organization.

Dimensions of Graduate Education

Knowledge that is important and useful for college leaders can
be acquired through academic training and therefore through graduate

R I. Alfred. A. Elmer, R. J ',Croy, N. Armes (Ma.). Pranging id., for Comma:ay Calkg; Leader,
Srt, ilirer.rnms t,Cnmenuninyeolleges. no. VI. San Francisco, jourrilaxs, June I 9714t.
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proodnis. Fhatknovdedge can be organized into IL 11 vi
dimensions of study. These dimensions arc considered in this section.

The most important set of assumptions that any administrator
holds has to do with his or her beliefs Concerning the nature of human
beings. Are people basically trustworthy or untrustworthy? Are they
basicalIy honest or dishonest? Are they fundamentally responsible or
irresponsible? The sophisticated view asks, Under what conditions are
human beings trustworthy or untrustworthy, honest or dishonest,
responsible or irresponsible?

. A community college is profoundly :;hFioed by the explicit and
implicit answers to These questions given by persons in positions of au-
thority. Most gran te programs designed to prepare persons tt serve in
administratiVe posts do little to help administrators to identify and
analyze the assumptions on which their actions are based. It is possible for
persons to serve as competent administrators for a.lifetime and never to
become consciously aware of their basic beliefs and values. Neverthe-
less, value assumptions should be addressed explicitly, because the
quality of any work force, including the quality of community college
faculty and staff, depends on the quality of management. It is not likely
that a highly motivated, creative work force will develop over time if
Own. are not effective leaders to guide decisions. These leaders are sensi-
t, e to the conditions under which individuals perform most capably.

etuiate preparation should address these matters as a first priority.
The second area of emphasis is closely related to the first. It

involves both theoretical and practical work concerning human behav-
ior in organizations and organizations as natural systems. This work
should explore research-data concerning positive human behavior, how
to achieve it, and how to maintain it over time. As part of this work, the
graduate student preparing for leadership should be required to set
forth in writing his or her own-"philosophy of people" and the value

,assumptions that underlie his or her behavior toward organizational
participants.

Related to this area ; the critical topic of accomplishing the
work of the organization th ugh group process. In today's complex,
often large, educational organizations, few decisions are made by
administrators in isokition. Almost all decisions are made during or
after elaborate consultation. Often, the consultation process itself is the
vehicle by which decisions are made. Future leaders need training in
the effective use of groups as well as in the processes of group leader-
ship and molivation. Enabling every participant in the group to bring
his or her maximum intelligence to bear on the decision-making pro-
cess is a chall'.nging goal for any leader.

10
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aciii emphasizes principles 61-61-fa--7
live personnel practice. Such principles should approach personnel
i11t,-.'. from a comprehensive human resources perspective rather than
from a in-( wedural perspective, and it should contemplate an active
nithcr than a passive work force. Six areas should be addressed: differ-
ences and similarities within and among constituent elements of the
work ha-ce. such a faculty. c3;.eilied staff, and administrators; listen-
ing skills; preparation of performance evaluation and appraisal docu-
ments; principles of collective bargaining; principles of affirmative
action; and the range of personnel classification and salary systems.
Effective techniques and forms of interaction among organizational
participants should he identified, described, and practiced.

Principles of law and their application are the fifth area that the
graduate training experience needs to emphasize. The approach here is
not the traditional school law course that tends to recapitulate the his-
tory of major court cases. The emphasis should be on legal principles,
including the concept ofdue process of law, as these principles are likely
to operate in an institutional setting. Such a course should be devised
with the active participation of seasoned attorneys who have served in
the field as general counsels for community college districts.

Principles of financial management a;'e the sixth important
dimension of academic preParation. Such principles should not approach
the topic so much from the perspectiv:! of recipes as from the conceptual
perspective of developing an analytical understanding of where and
how the organization derives its income and where and how the ergani-
zation spends its money. Practical descriptions of risk management,
energy conservation, and revenue diversification are important. Prin-
ciples and techniques for the allocation of scarce resources should be
stressed, and ways of improving efficiency and productivity in the edu-
cational enterprise without damaging the teaching and learning process
also need sonic attention.

Principles of data-processing and information systems are the
seventh area for graduate preparation. Information technology is an
indispensable resource in the modern 'environment. It is also a major
cost item in the complex organization. It is almost never used to the
fullest eNtent, and most chief executive officers have the lingering fear
that they could and should be achieving greater results for he dollars
invested. A comprehensive on-line management information system is
increasingly becoming a requirement for the large community colleges.
The costs of such systems are enormous. Their design and development
require tremendous concentrations of human and financial resources.

Eighth, the preparation of persons for positions of leadership

1 11
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silo= z4Tfdtess of-plantting. docu-

mums have been among the most-emphasized and least -used resources

in he organization. Often, plans have been like the sidewalks that

noi;oly uses. because everybody walks on the paths that appear to be

shorter- routes to the same places. Planning processes and planning

results that are not iruegral to the way in which day-to-day decisions

are made have a high probability of gathering dust on the planners'
bookshelves. Actively involving faculty and staff in the process is vital

to the development of plans that will affect future directions in positive

ways, but wide participation often changes the nature and course of

planning, because it makes planning less predictable, both in timing

and in outcome, and because leadership must work hard to assure crisp

definitions and clear work products. Thus, the preparation of leaders
should include an assessment of a variety of planning techniques,
especially those suited to turbulent and uncertain conditions.

Ninth. principles of research design and method, evaluation of

evidence, and probabiity theory and statistical techniques are impor-

tant aspects of preparation Jim- effective leadership. It is doubtful that

the ty'pic'al statistics course provides the orientation that is required.

The emphasis- should be on principles and concepts rather than on reci-

pes and techniques.
Last, programs to prepare community college leaders should

provide a sense of the history of the community college movement and

the evolution of the community college concept in the context ofAmer-

ican postsecondary education. Professional administrators need to
understand the concept of lay control of public education, and some

introduction should he provided to the issue of working with governing

boards. Programs should familiarize students with the bibliography

and the critical thinking of others, 'They should provide a sense of the

community college mission and substanceincluding students, cur-

ricultini, and educational processesand they should provide at least.

an overview of American postsecondary education in the comparative

context of other societies, both East and West. State and federa; struc-

tures should be treated along with a practical approach to an all-

important subject: the politics of education.

Desirable Leader Qualities

In addition to 'hr tit. climensions of knowledge just outlined for

graduate study and investigation, it is appropriate to suggest some

qualities or characteristics of the effective leader that may be suscep-

tible to development through academic training. Persons well prepared
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in die iireas met; 1 ill, mo=t prob-
ably be ineffective in leadei-ship if they lacked many of the character-
istics listed here. How such characteristics are to be cultivated, or even
whether they can be cultivated, are difficult questions. It is not likely,
however, that persons can serve as effective leaders over time unless
they possess most of these qualities:

Optimism, a positive orientation to life and people
A well-developed sense of humor
Above average intelligence, but not a dazzling I.Q. Too
much intelligence may be as great a handicap as too little
High tolerance for ambiguity and uncertainty and the capac-
itv to hold open the decision-making process until a variety of
alternatives hat been explored
Ambition, which may ultimately be no more than the ongo-
ing desire to do one's job better or to make his or her orga-
nization more effective
A vision of a better future and a sense of purpose and forward
movement in the organization
The psychological capacity to'permit others to take credit for
one's own ideas
The emotional and prefessional courage to make difficult
decisions, especially in personnel matters, which depart from
the line of short-term resistance and point toward a more
effective long-term future
The capacity for surgical decisiveness when it is needed
A positive orientation and a gut-level desire to say yes 'rather
than no, coupled with the ability to say no when every fiber of
one's being wants to say yes
Common sense
Good judgment
The capacity to see complex reality ;,.s a whole
Strong entrepreneurial orientation
Capacity to get the job done, to work productively, to com-
plete assignments on time with a high level of quality
Verbal facility
The ability to write
The capacity to grow and profit from vicarious and intellec-
tual experience
The ability to acknowledge the stake that every constituency

is in the enterprise and to provide legitimate oppol tunities
for these constituencies to participate in the management and
leadership of the organization
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e ()r;t-rit f() nersonal and professional grow-th
- Some mileage on the .machinery (nothing substitutes for

experience)
A balanced sense both of doing things right and of finding
right things to do
The intellectual capacity both to disaggregate interrelated
data and t..1 synthesize disaggregated material
A sense of the surrounding community and organizational
context
An appreciation of political process as a means for conflict
resolution and accommodation

. An appreciation of compromise as a technique in problem
resolution, balanced by a sense of those matters that ought
not be compromised and by an unwillingness to compromise
the future for short-term solutions
A healthy sense of perspective about one's own importance
and standing in the passage of time and the history of the
human race.

This list of qualities, long as it seems, is incomplete. It is offered
only to provide some sense of the form and texture that characterizes
the role of leader and manager in a complex educational organization.
There are many styles and approaches to management tasks. The sarne
situation can be handled effectively in a variety of ways. There is
always an important interaction among conditions, personalities, and
history in a given situation, but it is important for the person who
wants to become a leader to be impressed with a deep sense of the per-
sonal responsibility that derives from serving in a position of authority,
however complicated the situation.

Conclusion

Producing the learning and the qualities that are desired in
administrators requires a complex curriculum and educational strat-
egy. Most existing courses in graduate-level programs will be wide
of the mark. The ten dimensions of'study suggested in the first section
of this chapter are important in the preparation of administ:'' is but
they do not all lend themselves to presentation in a typical semester- or
quarter-1.ilgth course lbrmat. Short, intensive course packages are
p ,)bably more effective as vehicles for presenting the material_ The
typical graduate faculty in education may not be fully qua7;fied either
to develop or to present rthe material. Many the desii,
presentation from the perspective el disciplines: psychology,
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s(ft-i,)logy. business Aministration. and s) forth. Able. effective, prac-
ticing adniinistrator; must be involved in preparation of the subject
matter. Probably the most effective approach to the preparation of new
leaders in to;iar's era of limits in American postsecondary education is
the pluralism that now characterizes the field.

That pluralism needs to be supplemented with a new 1.Npe
program. One of the principal weaknesses of some ex:sting university-
based (Imam al programs is that they require people to move through a
prescribed sequence of activities that does not always meet their needs
or remedy their individual deficiencies. By the time people enter doc-
toral programs. they vary widely in the extent to which they already
possess the desired qualities or the.. have already learned the appro-
priate material. Inflexibility is a handicap to an effective training
experience.

However. one of the principal strengths of the traditional doc-
toral program is that by its very magnitude and complexity it sets forth
a challenge of significant proportions. Those who successfully complete
the program have mastered a course that can build their confidence
and help orient them to a- world of difficult challenges. To the extent
that traditional doctoral programs reduce their requirements and lower._
their standards, this virtue is eliminated.

Among existing nontraditional efforts. the Nova University
doctoral program is important for making extensive practical use of
first-rate professionals actively working in the field. Efforts within the
profession itself, such as the Presidents' Academy of the American
Association of Community and Junior Colleges and the Management
Training Institute of the Association of California Community Col-
leges Administrators, have their place. Such programs as Harvard's
Institute for Education Management also serve an important purpose.

An extremely exciting and --Ate ,1Y ':ectiye model lies in the
development of a regional conso. community ccileges for the
purpose of leadership development ;I a major reseat,..11 university at
the consortium. core. Universities can and should pro,,ide leadership
for the organization of such cftasortia. The university's principal
resource in such a venture is its faculty in th academic disciplines. An
advisory group T leading community coll,e,ge professionals should
assist in designnw he program. Both short- and long-term training
expeTie7wes should he developed cooperatively for potential adminis-
trators 01' for those who are already serving as administrators. The doc-
torate would be an appropriate degree awarded on completion of the
longer and more ccimprehnsive experiences. Well-designed adminis-
trative infetTrishiPs can be extremely valuable components of such pro-
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grains. "I'n the (-mein that Ut Jx1:..urt i urn regions are relatively compact in
size, administrator exchanges, internships. and other hint planned
experiences can have a highly f70SitiVe t ffect.

Such an effort could be mounted :n the university with one or a',
most two professional people based in the ,c1p.)ol of education if they
drew extensively on univeritywide resole es. ConsHering the enor-
mous need Itir training a new generation of leaders for community col-
leges and the lack of existing programs built on the principles and sub-
ject matter described here, grant funds should be available ft)r lie

development of such programs.
Currently, a second generation of post-World War II leaders is

serving in the top ranks of the nation's community colleges. This group
replaced an efcrlier generation of practicing administrators who devel-
oped their skills during the decades of enormous growth and diversifi-
cation. Tlw great names of that golden era have g-fven way to younger
people, hundreds of whom were trained in university-based Kellogg
Junior College Leadership Programs across the nation. Time passed.
however, and the year 2000 approaches. Without conscious attention
to state-of-the-art preparation of a third generation of leaders for
America's 1.200 community colleges, the quality of leadership in these
institutions olio. not match the complex challenges that vili confront
them.

Thomas IV. Fryer, Jr., is chancellor of the Foothill-DeAnza
Community Colhwe District in Los Altos Hills, California.
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Leadership development is a process that must contirwe
Arpnri the experiences provided in graduate education_, This
chapter examines the role that work experience plays in leader
preparation from the perspective of a unique program in the
Dallas Commzinit-; College District.

Building Leadership Expertise
Through On-the-Job Experience

R. Jan LeCroy

To become a leader, one must grow professionally. To remain a viable
leader, one must continue to grow. Logically, then, leadership devel-
opment is a process that must continue beyond the experiences provided
in graduate education. The college environment must provide; continu-
ing learning experiences both for leaders in the making and for chief
executives. The work environment can then become a laboratory for
continued learning, whatever the previous, formal learning experi-
ences have been.

Although it would seem logical that community college cam-
puses would provide the best working environments for this kind of
experiential preparation,. that is not always the case. Community col-
lege faculty and staff working both to accomplish the open-door man-
date and to provide a quality learning environment have found them-
selves caught up in the issues and problems of managing day-to-day
work, a reality that has made it increasingly less possible for profes-
sionals to break free of tight schedules and to continue to. learn Or
develop new insights. Community college leaders need to continue to
refine their skills while at work if excellence is to be achieved.

The value of experience and continuing education in leader

It I. Alftni, A 4.1on,, R. j 7.4 Arm,. tFAln I Entr/cow Wks 1, Uraranarroo. Calker Loran,
Nrw I )ire I var. fro- Coninionits CnIlrerk. no 4n San ham. ow; joxv-v- Ravi. June 14134. 109
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development is ma unique to community colleges. Kanter (1980). a
at Vale University. speaks (4 all higher education

as la( king developmental experiences for professionals. Even the best
and the brightest ltvders and potential leaders may come to feel stuck
in a( ademic settings, Analyzing the developmental patterns of adults.
Levinson (1978) has pinpointed similar concerns. He sees academic
settings as environments that frequently lack undergirding relation -

shrlis speed both prulc,sional and personal growth. Both authors
stress how important it is Ibr developmental needs to be met during a
professionals career. Both offer professional developnn options that
have value for (-multiunit- colleges and that the Dallas Community
Collet.,,t District has developed.

This chapter examines the role played by experience in the
preparation of leaders from the perspective of a unique program in the
Dallas (:ommunity College District. It describes learning experiences
that are important fOr emerging leaders, and it presents experiential
principles that culminate in the cultivation of leadership skills. The
chapter concludes with a discussion of mentoring relationships and of
the critical importance of these relationships to leader development.

Leadership Development in the
Dallas Community College District

hrotr.gli necessity and forethought. the Dallas Community
College District has been able to develop an effective program for
leadership development. Our bask approach can be summarized by
amending the old chestnut Experience Is the Best Teacher to Ex-
perience Is the Most Pervasive Teacher. Perhaps other methods are
more exciting. but stressing experienTe-,as_tein her has proved a switch,.
course to follow. and it has provided the conceptual backdrop for a
sound proft.ssional development program. Ways have been /mind

provide experiences and professional relationships that are
developmental in nature, that speed prokssional growth, and that cul-
minate in leader Preparation.

Practically speaking, when developmentally rich experiences
and relationships-are offered at the community college, certain obvious
benefits occur.. First, the development of lead'ers becomes' a more cost-
effective process. The bulk of cost can be absorbtd by in-kind expenses.
Leadership development through on-campus nistittoring- relationships
is often an ad hoc process, informally arranged and voluntarily assumed
at no moni-lary cost. Such initiatives are also timeefficient. The le,aria-
ing process develops close at hand.
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Second, the experience as teacher approach is organic in design.
.The learning experiences that it offers are more likely to be integrated
into the values of ttleorganization. Recent research suggests that tradi-
tional staff development initiatives workshops, retreats, conferences,
short-term courses away from the college, even away from the .,work
environment tend not to be interm'ized. A professional who travels
to another location, learns something new and stimulating, and returns
to the campus to share the new knowledge is likely to run into difficulty
if immediate implementation is the goal. To bring about successful
change, a cluster of people sharing common experiences and relating-to
one another! on a daily basis must own and then shepherd a new idea
within the organization for an extended pe:ics' of time. This reality is
often frustrating to those who want the organization to grow in innova-
tive ways, Iteit does stress the need for colleges to become laboratories
fin' leadership 'development and the need for growth to be homegrown
in design.

leadership development through an experience-based program
is an enlivening process. In describing the moving and the stuck,
Kante?,(1980) explains why enlivening occurs and why it is healthy to
an organization. If emerging leaders believe that they are stuck, that
there is no place to go. within the organization, there is a strong likeli-
hood that they will eventually become emotional dropouts on the job.
1),,,pically, they risk less. They may simply go through the motions, or
pockets of discontent may develop. Women in particular have fre-
quently experienced this sense of powerlessness in professional bureau-

:cracks. And, since there are so many women of merit in the community
college movement, the loss of their initiative and talent is staggering.
However, if options are provided throdgh experiences and relation -
'ships for leaders in the making, then the work becomes vital and
forward-looking.'

The Career Development and Renewal Program

In the Dallas Community College District, the task of leader-
ship development is approached in two separate but 'complementary
ways: The Career Development and Renewal Program (CDRP) offerS
a formal structure to promote organized learning experiences, and a
mentoring network promotes strong professional relationships among
staff. Developed in 1974, the Career. Development and Renewal Pro-
gram' is intended to meet three primary goals: to offer renewal and
career path training to stall*, to createa resource.bank of professionals
as likely candidates for internal prOmotion, and to broaden and
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enhance understanding of the Dallas Community College District and
of community college education in general.

The CDRP offers three types of learning experiences to partici-
pants. The first option is to propose and develop a special project. A
professional working on such a project seeks out a special interest or
concern and maps a course of study and reporting mechanism to shed
light on thc problem and offer potential solutions. The project assign-
ments are structured in a number of ways. They can be accomplished
over and above the staff member's regular job responsibilities, they can
become part of those responsibilities for a specific period of time, they
can be completed during a summer work period, or they can be accom-
plished (hiring a partial or hill release-time arrangement. In the past,
special projects in the Dallas Community College District have dealt
with a broad array of issues: student marketing, productivity, lifelong
learning, liaison programs with high schools, four-day summer ses-
sions, and quality-:olwork -life

The seond option open to participants is to become an under-
study. A professional so designated'shadows" another employee in the .-
diStrict whose work is of interest. An understudy may wish to learn
more about a career path opportunity, to develop a better understand-
ing of another work area that interacts with his or her own, to develop
new skills that will he used in the current work assignment, or to com-
pare the approach of his or her own work group with that of' another
unit. Since the-understudy projects do not generally "require staff
replacements, cost is kept to a minimum. An understudy might typically
spend one day a week observing the work of another peofessional. A
division :chair might wish to observe new computer applications
develOped by a district business officer. A counselor might observe a
financial aid officer in an attempt to better understand and perhaps to
clarify their complementary roles. A faculty, member might work with
an! instructional development specialist involved in adapting mass
media technologies to the classrdom.

The third option for program participants is an internship.
Often, the intern substitutes for someone on leave or serves as tem-
porary replaceinent for a position that has not been filled. Usually, an
intern .replaces someone higher in rank. This creates a ripple effect
within the district. A division chairperson may intern for a vice-
presidentOf instruction, who may intern with the president of a college.
Then, as frequently happens, the division chairperson's position is filled
for the semester by a faculty member. Although an internship usually
requires a greater budget commitment than the other two options, it
has been a highly successful method for generating creative energy
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within the organization. It is truly amazing what one learns from look-
ing at the world of work from Another point of view. Generally, the
consensus among college faculty and staff has been that sufficient long-
term benefit accrues through the interning process to make it a usefUl
and cost-effective way of developing talent from within.

The initiativc 'for being part of the CDRP comes from prospec-
tive participants, who volunteer. The program and'its options are open
to faculty, administrators, and noncontractual staff, who submit a for-
mal application explaining the nature of the proposed activity and
identifying in concrete ways what they hope to learn from the experi-
ence. Applicants submit their proposals in the early spring, and the
proposals are reviewed by supervisors. RecomMendations are then for-
warded to the district office. The final selections; which are based on
merit and quality, are made by the executive council. Generally,. parti-
cipants are notified of their selection by the end of the spring term and
begin their work the next fall. As part of their involvement in the
CDRP, they are expected to attend an orientation, several workshops;
and special activities.

Approximately 150 proft!Ssionals in the district have been in-.
volved in the CDRP, and about a third of the understudies or interns
have assumed the positions that they explored as participants in the
program. Four of our seven college presidents have participated in the
program. Vice-:residents representing business affairs, educational
affairs, and student development have participated in the program. A
'number of facility have been involved in special projects and in various
administrative assignments.

It is fair 'to say that programs of this type are easier to imple-
ment in large districtS than in districts where there is lower enrollment
and fewer staff. The Dallas Community College District contains seven
colleges, two district sites, and literally hundreds of staff who can be
moved within the organization. Using the jargon of innovation, we can
describe it as an information-rich learning environment. It has growth
potential and resources that offer a large number of options. Thus, it
is more capable of institutionalizing a significant innovation than an
informatiOn-poor environment would be. In that sense, as in the case of
individuals, organizations that are rich in professional resources
become richer. However, it is also fair to say that the district has valued
professional growth, made it a priority, and taken the time to organize
professional growth experi:Jces into an ongoing, highly credible, and
visible program designed to provide staff with the kinds of learning
experiences that build leadership skills. .

Examining principles that undergird CDRP training experi-
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met's shows why experience-based leadership development prOcesses
are effective. First, the program offers breadth of perspective. It oilers a
way. of avoiding the tunnel vision that comes from unrelieved work at
the same job. This is not to say that it is necessary to work at all the jobs..
in a college in order to become a leader in the work setting. Rather, the
process is holographic. The freShness of the experience and the intens-
ity of learnity. enables the professional to understand the whole
environment coherently, A dozen internship experiences are probably
not necessary for a leader in the making, but one good internship
experience may be necessary for the emerging leader to formulate a
brood vision of community college education.

lw specific training provided through the CIAO is another
valuable outcome. Corporate trainers occasionally decry educators for
continuing to keep professional development activities one step removed
from the practical learning anew skills. Perhaps because the European=
modeled classrooms characteristic of community colleges have tauuht
faculty and stall to learn about rather than to practice new processes,
development opportunities have been structured as tinies when staff
listen to experts, take notes, and discuss new ideas but fail to ,practice
skills. 'l'he. MAU' is a learning-by-doing operation.

Personal enrichment has been another desirable outcome of the

program. Several dynamics are at work. It is invigorating to learn new
ideas, to develop new skills, to find new relationships, and to view the
institution from a di6rentjvantage point. At the same time,. personal
enrichment occurs when aarticipantIearns that this new corner of the
world is not to his or her liking. Too often, professionals are moved into
roles for which they are ill suited. Unfortunately, a notion is circulating
in community colleges that movement is good, promotion is to be de-
voutly desired, and professionals are to hunger for something more or
different. This is simply not the case. Renewal for professionals through
a CDRP7type experience may simply mean returning to a position and
a work setting with a renewed sense of its suitability and responsibility.
That is an outcome not only to be accepted but to be applauded.

The last positive outcome is organizational renewal. The
CI)RP experience as teacher model encourages flexibility and adapt-
ability, two prime requisites for -organizatiOnal health in the years
ahead. An exciting new management theory developed by Hackman
and Oldham (1980) suggests that the renewal of'workimproving its
quality and enjoymentmay depend on an organization's ability to
redesign traditional jobs that may no longer be appropriate, that may
be outdated, or that may no lOnger offer challenge. Organizations and
work groups are much more likely to construct healthy work environ-
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tnents if they retainilexibini adaptability as organizational traits.
The face of work will be changing dramatica4 during the next two
decades. Programs like the CDRP in the Dallas Community College
District prepare staff for changes that inevitably will come.

Mentoring Relationships

From a personal standpoint, one of the experience as
teacher model has more to do with the development of leaders in com-
munity colleges than any other: The cultivation of mentoring relation-
ships. The dynamics of a good mentoring relationship become a power:-
lid tool in the development of leadership skills.

Levinson's (1978) research oilers an overview of the mentoring
relationship. The mentor, who is generally several years older and who
possesses greater experience and seniority, acts as teacher, host, exem-
plar, and counsel for the young professional. He or she is willing to use
personal influence to speed the young protege along the way. Levinson
points out that one of the great paradoxes of human development is that-
we are required to make critical occupational choices before we have
acquired the mature understanding to choose well. Thus, the Mentor
who has gleaned, wisdom through years of experience helps to smooth
the way. According to Levinson, the, mentor is a transition figure and
generally maintains a close relationship with the protege for five to
seven years. The best mentors are middle-aged professionals who are
in touch with their own youthful dreams. It is not wise for the mentor-
ingrelationship to continue indefinitely. However, when the mentor-
ing period ends, there is a strong sense of loss. Levinson describes it as
a loss of "resonance." Visceral, relational feedback is missing. This
disconcerts both the mentor and the protege.

The mentoring relatidnship offers' significant growth oppor,
tunnies to both the protege and the mentor..in a community college set-
ting. The protege becomes better able to define skills. The protege is
encouraged to develop skills and is frequently able to accomplish more
than he or she dreaed possible. These opportunities come because of
the quality of human interaction in the relationship. One of the most
valuable.gifts 'Pr. emerging leaders in our colleges is feedback that can
beirusted. Definition,.eneOuragcment, and empowerment come when
an older and wiser person who is trusted takes an active part in per-
sonaldevelopment --pointing out the opportunities, identifying the pit.
falls, making introductions, recounting organizational history, and
softening the impact of awkward beginnings: Because community col-
leges are comparatively young organizations, prospective leaders must
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oe able to gain credibility quickly. "Fr dback becuine especially
important in their development.

In relations of this type, the mentor gains considerably as well.

Ile or she is prevented from being insulated.. Community college
leaders experience difficulty when they live in rarefied air and infre-
quently share new ideas or test their policies in professional exchange.
Too often, experienced leaders develop a pragmatism that becomes

,evnicism. To be. in touch again with" the idealism that in all likelihood
propelled the mentor toward a leadership role is a valuable outcome.

The complexity of the organizational structure in community
colleges demands a sophistication of mentors that has far outstripped
our cumulative understanding about relationships. In its simple form,
at entoring relationship is both professional and personal; it involves a
comprehensive kind of personal interaction. Behavioral :scientists have
spent a great deal of time helping us to understand childhood and
adolescence, but they offer much, less help in understanding adult
development, especially mid-life development. Certainly, if there is a
dearth of mature, vital adults in our community colleges, there will be
z) dearth of mentors. It is already true that there are not enough able
mentors to satisfy the needs of:emerging leaders.

Community colleges necd to remedy this problem through struc-
tured !motoring relationShips-: If they have good experiences in men-

tor. relationships, .proteges are likely to become mentor candidates
theinsel,.es. Thus, when community colleges formally encourage Then-
toting, the likelihood that the number of such relationships will in-
crease is 'great. At the same time, the visibility of emerging leaders in
the work environment will increase dramatically.
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Alaterial abstracted from recent additions to the Educational
Resources Information Center (ERIC) systein provides

further information on community college leadership.

Sources and Information:
The Community College President

Jim Palmer

No discussion of. educational leadership can ignore/the characteristics, ,

responsibilities, and impacts of the college preSident. Indeed, it is a
fundamental axiom that few educational of administrative initiatives
come to fruition without the support of the chief executive officer. As.an
aid to/researchers examining this pivotal leadership role, this conclud-
ing. chapter 'reviews the latest E: !C literature on two-year college ,
presidents.

What Are the Characteristics of
TWo-Year College Presidents?

Recogni.Ang that insight into the backgrounds and educational
philosophies of two -year college presidents could: improve our under-

/standing o(the.colleges themselves, YOUng and others (1981) surveyed
the Chief e .ecUtive officers at 1,218 campuses, colleges, and districts
across the.eountry. The survey solicited information about the educa-
tional and .professional backgrourideof the presidents, their attitudes
and respOnsibilities, and changes'in their attitudes and responsibilities
since becoming a..college. sident. On a response rate of 61 percent,

K. L. P. A. Elsrwr R. J. LeCroy, N. Aril, Emetgini Role', for Community Coar Lead",
Net. Dire/ii.ws for Cornmutay (.11,111/eN. Tn. 46. an FrAncisco: ji.nsey-Bassj{111C 1984.
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the researchers found' that 72.6 percent Of their respondents held a
doctorate, 84.2 percent had been employed in .highe education for
eleven years or more, and long-range, rather than immediate, admin-
istrative concerns had become more important since the respondents
had 'assumed presidential responsibilities. The study also, indicated that
respondents were more likely to identify vocational education, rather
than the .transfer curriculum, as the top programmatic priority. Con-
coitantly, only 60 percent of the respondebts felt that community col-
lege courses should be patterned after tin! courses offered at colleges to
which most of their students transferred. Tne researchers concluded
that since becoming presidents, the respondents' support for the
university model of education had declined.

Since this study, which took place in 1980, no comprehensive
national survey of two-year college presidents has been entered into the
ERIC data base. For flirt her information, on the personal characteris-
tics of presidents, the reader can consult American ,Nssociation of Com-
!nuttily and junior Colleges (1982), a directory that presents brief bio-
graphical sketches 4887 chief executive officers at community colleges
and college districts across the country.

What Remuneration and Benefits Do Presidents Receive?

The literature yields relatively little information on the salaries
and benefits received by chief executive officers (CEOs). Nicholson
(1981) conducted a study of the contract provisions, benefits, and com-
pensation arrangements for two-year college presidents. This study
determined that 72 percent of the CEOs had a coqtract ,and that the
contract terms ranged from one to five years; 26 percent were for one
year. While 40.5 percent of the contracts provided' for annual
Only 2 percent of the contracts specified the CEO's ,a Ili
Tur:tn salary of the CEOs in the study was $48,402.09, and the mean
be ;.earned by the CEOs amounted to $13,258.-The most common
benefit was a travel allowance (specified in 71 per-cent of the contracts),
followed by life insurance (specified in 70 percent. of the contracts).,'
filthily tuition benefits (specified in 43 percent of the contracts), and,
housing allowances or the provision of a home (specified in 25 percent
of the contracts). Nicholson also found a strong, positive-correlation

between institutional enrollment and the size ofihe, salary.
z Additional information on presidential remuneration at corn-

y' munity colleges in California, Illinois, and Mississippi can be found in
Oarlock (1982), Kohl and others (1980), and Mississippi Gulf Coast
Junior College (1980), respectively.
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What Duties and Qualifications Do Presidents Have?

Mut') of the literature on two-year college presidents in ERIC
focuses on the management priorities of presidents, on the qualifications
needed to carry out presidential responsibilities, or both. This litera-
tue demonstrates the high degree to which declining resources are
defining the leadership role of today's community college president.

In a natinvide survey of presidents at universities ;, two -year
colleges, and fou -year colleges, Patrick and Caruthers (1979) attempted
to identify the presidents' priorities for planning and management
improvements. The 300 public community college presidents who
responded to the survey indicated that their top concerns (among the
planning and administratiVe issues listed on the survey instrument)
were, first, communicating institutional strengths to state legislatures,
the public, students, parents, and state' budget officials; second, pro-
viding for faculty renewal and vitality; third, improving procedures for
the projection of enrollment; fourth, assessing institutional and pro-
gram needs; and fifth,. incorporating program review results into bud-
geting and program planning. These findings, the authors point cut,
are indicative of the no-growth environment of higher education. In
such an environment, the president's job focuses on promoting the col-
lege. among itsconstituencies, revitalizing aging faculty, maintaining
enrollment, and evaluating college programs.

Jaap and Baker (1982) focused on the effects of colleTtive IYor
gaining on presidents' priorities. The authors surveyed 200 presidents,
evenlydistribufed between colleges with collective bargaining and col-
leges without collective bargaining. Respondents w:e asked to rank'
administrative functions in terms of priority and time consumption. No
significant differences were found between respondents at schodIS with
collective bargaining andat schools without it. However, respondents
in bath -groups ranked community relations; on the average, as the
highest presidential role in terms of both priority and time consumed.
Like the research conducted by Patrick and Caruthers (1979), this
study underscores the importance of-public relations in the president's
eflbrt to maintain institutional viability.

Other activities undertaken by the president to sustain the col-
lege include fund raising, service to the community, and Morale build....
ing. Fisher (1982) argues that fiscal uncetTainties will require presidents
to pay more attention to the task of combining public affairs, publica-i
tions programs, government relations, alumni relations, and other"
institutional offices in a centralized fund-raising effort. Vaughan (1982) .

notes that community college leaders who started their careers in the:
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growth era of the 1950s and 1960s are susceptible to burnout in today's
no- growth envirmunent. Thus, Vaughan argues that one of the presi-
dent's primary responsibilities is to prevent burnoutboth his or her
own and in faculty and stair. Finally; Stewart (1982) notes the responsi-
bility of the president to lend his or her expertise to the community by
taking on such tasks as managing a United Way campaign or preparing
a budget for the local chamber of commerce. "Because all rights carry
concomitant, responsibilities," Stewart argues (p. 19), "the right that a
college president has to lead the institution carries with it a responsibility
to serve the community."

The responsibility of the president to maintain a good working
relationship with the board of trustees has received considerable atten-
tion in the literature. Indeed, Marsee (1980) argues that the most
important qualilk.ation of the president is his or her ability to work well
with trustees. Thus, as King (1982) notes, the president must under-
stand board operations, be sensitive to the time demands made ontrus-
tees, and project unconditional, positive regard for the board. Many
articles on the relationship between, president as d hoard are ,--ontaivv.-d

in the issues of the .ACCT' Truster Quasi: 71r (ALCT Trustee . .

1980; Hutchins; 1981, 1982), In .iddilion, Hall (1981) discusses the
overall relati-inship between president and board and examines their
r,!spective roles in college goveffiance.

In light of the president's varied responsibilities, many authors
point out the exceptionalalmost superhumanqualificatOns required
or today's community college president. Griffin and Griffin (1981) list

thirty-three requisites in the areas of personality traits, education.and
experience, management skills; and . philosophical commitments to
education. LeCroy and Shaw (1982) also list requisites, noting that the
successful president must be skilled in long-range planning, program
and personnel evaluation, collaborative decision making, and other
areas. Nonetheless, contemporary observers are careful,to note that
fiscal and other problems will impede the progress of even the most
highly talented president. As LeCroy and Shaw (p. 2) write, "No one of
us, regardless of our skills, our preparation, our vision, or our charisma,
will be to alter the environment in which our colleges must func-
tion during the coining decades. But, we can play an important part in
assuring. that the community college remains a reasdnably healthy
institution in a changing context."

HoW Are Community College Presidents Evaluated?

/ Despite the importance of effective presidentiaLleadership, rela-
tivtAy few authors focus on methods of evaluating the president. Hen-
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derson .(1976) notes that presidential evaluation.has several purposes:
It stimulates productivity; it assesses the strengths and weaknesses both
of the president and of the college; it provides a Ibrmal mechanism for
the exchange of information between the hoard, the president, stu-
dents, and other college constituencies; it assesses the effective-
ness of the institution': response :o college needs; it deterniines the
extent to which the president has fulfilled the board's expectations of his
or her promise and ability; and it measures the president's ability to
continue to meet the ,...volving needs of the college. Thus, the evaluation
of the pr,:sident is closely intertwined with the board's ongoing assess-
mnt of the institution as a whole. Indeed, Henderson argues that the
board's statements of instituti(mal mission and management philosophy
should. bc reflected in the criteria used to evaluate the president.

However, Seitz ( 197,.0 points out that the difficulty in developing
obiective evaluation criteria fosters continued use of subjective rating
instruments that assess the president's popularity and personality traits
rather than his or her contribution to the institution's progress and
quality. lie further argues that the unfairness of such evaluations is
magnified when faculty and staff (who cannot assess the president's
behind-the-scenes work) take &large part in the evaluation process. A
proper evaluation, Seitz insists, is based on written standards of expec-
tations that can be measured in terms of defined outcomes and that
have been mutually agreed upon by the president and the board. "The
accountability required in the objeciive method," Seitz argues (p. 15),

'"should be a welcome relief to those who are concerned about the inade-
quacieS of trait scales, the vagaries of subordinate ratings, or the gen-
eral lack of concern for measuring results factually."

While noting the importance of objectivity in evaluation, other
authors maintain that subjective assessment can play at leastsome part
in the evaluation process. For example, Henderson (1976, p. 5) con-
cedes that "trustees often look for characteristicS in their chief adminis-
trator which are imr,rtantto them but not readily identifiable for eval-
uation purposes." These characteristics include integrity, judgment,
and creativity. Nonetheless, Henderson stresses that the most effective
and desirable evaluations are based on defined, measurable objectives.

What Does the Future Hold for
Community College Presidents?

For many authors who discuss the future role of the community
college president, that future is grim: Presidential leadership is stymied
by a deteriorating economy, dwindling enrollments, bureaucratic red
tape, and declining student skills. Stalcup and Thompson (1980) argu
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that the community college president faces an uncertain future, which
is plagued with financial uncertainties, governance disputes, the com-
peting interests of public interest groups, and collective bargaining
struggles. These authors conclude that conditions will worsen for com-
munity colleges and their presidents, thereby increasing the challenges
.fOr creative leadership.

Besides external economic and demographic forces, future
changes within the colleges themselves will further, challenge presi-
dential leadership, Eaton (1981) discusses these changes, which include
growing professionalism among faculty and a concomitant deterioration
of the college's hierarchical administrative organization and increased
student demand for one-shot courses that meet immediate job training.
needs. Besides coping with budgetary pressures, then, presidents will
have to use new approaches to participative management and develop
new curricular structures that simultaneously maintain high academic
standards and meet the educational preferences of students who stop-in
and stop-out on an irregular basis.

In -the face of these challenges, community college presidents
will have to possess an extraordinary combination of management
skills and leadership ability. Sullins (1981) argues that besides being
outstanding managers, presidents must disentangle themelves from
day -to -day administrative affairs in order to plan institutional responses
to ,external changes. "In the rush to emulate our counterparts in busi-
ness and industry," he writes (o. 28), "thousands of college leaders have
become absorbed with the trappings of management tools and tech-
niques and failed to recognize that successful managers in business and
industry are also leaders." This concern is echoed by Carroll (1980,
p. 3), who maintains that there is a strong temptation for administra-
tors to become "passive managers of quantifiable activities." Master
planning, accountability systems, and other management tools, she
argues (p. 4), are a reaction to "the renewed interest in justification and
accountability on the part of external agencies." Restricting the empha-
sis to management techniques "obscures and impedes the exercise of
creative and dynamic leadership."

As the president's job becomes more difficult, he or she will be
called on to do more than manage the college as an institution. He or
she will have to study the implications of impending socioeconomic
changes, determine institutional responses to these changes, and secure
the commitment of the college community to implementation of these
responses. The importance of planning in the president's leadership
role is evidenced. by the growing body of literature. dealing with the
probable impact of technological, demographic, and other ehariges on
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the community college. Authors speculating on the probable future of
the community college include Breneman and Nelson (1981), Cross
(1983), Gannon (1983), Koltai (1982), Nicholson and Keyser (1981),
Simpso.a and Cloves (1981), and Wyman (1983),
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Community colleges are now in the midst of a transformation that
may produce major and permanent changes in their mission, goals,
and organizational structure. Central to this transformation is the
role of leaders in recognizing the forces of change and in introducing
reforms that help the college adapt to the different dimensions of
change. This volume of New Directions for Community Colleps
has an important purpose: to describe changes in the environment
of leadership for community colleges that can improve methods for
identifring and developing.tomorrow's leaders.
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